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Foreword 

The appearance of this report is a decided 
departure from previous annual reports. In many 
ways it more dosely resembles a typical annual 
report than did its pri3decessors. Previous reports 
gave readers substantially more explanation of 
institutions and bureaus. This report excludes most 
background material and discusses only activities, 
accomplishments and problems during calendar 
year 1977 and the first half of 1978. Persons 
wishing more information on prisons and bureaus, 
including probation, parole and community 

Lawrence Kuligowski 

corrections should contact the department's Office 
of Public Information. 

Another important change in this year's report is 
the appearance of the statistics. We think they are 
easier to read and understand this year. 

We also are pleased at the contributions of the 
state's prisoner-artists. We think they give 
Dimensions a new dimension. 

The Editor 



... -------- - - --------

Production Notes: 

Statistics 
The statistical data in this report came primarily 

from information systems maintained by the Data 
Systems Section. Management Services Division 
within the Bureau of Administrative Services. 
Information on court dispositions came from the 
various felony courts in Michigan. 

Those involved in the preparation and 
presentation of the statistics: 

Jack A. Boehm, administrator of Management 
Services Division 

Donald L. Matthews of the Data Systems Section 
David C. Viele of Management Services Division 

Printing 
All phases of production including typesetting. 

key lining and printing were provided by 
Reproduction Services. Department of Management 
and Budget. 

Additional information on the production and 
content of this publication can be obtained by 
contacting the Office of Public Information, 
Michigan Department of Corrections, Stevens T. 
Mason Building. P.O. Box 30003, Lansing, Michigan 
48909. 

Otto Bryan 
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The Artists 

Robert Pingilley 
Camp Brighton 
The Boss' Daughter 

I was born in Detroit on Feb. 18, 1930. I have 
three fine boys - 20, 23 and 25 years of age. 
Necessity is the mother of invention, and when I 
came to prison I had to invent an income as I was 
completely without money. Painting was my choice 
of hobby craft because it costs practically nothing to 
get started. I have been painting now for about 10 

years. It has supplied money for my every need in 
prison and enabled me to put a little away for 
economic needs upon my release. I hope to paint a 
number of pictures when I get out and have a 
one-man show. Then I will decide if painting will 
be my vocation and life's work. 

Richard Ward 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 
GJass Mind 

Rick Ward has been an inmate in the State Prison 
of Southern Michigan for 14 years for armed 
robbery. The past three years have been spent in the 
psychiatric ward after numerous suicide attempts. 
His almost total alienation and inability to 
communicate his feelings led hi'l therapist to 
introduce art as part of his therapy. The only 
materials available were crayons, oils, pastels, and 
clay. What resulted was a cathartic purge of 
expression that has led Rick to achieve what he 
calls a "rebirth" in that the therapeutic uncovering 
and reconstructive processes have provided a 
change from self-destruction to living. 

S. Laal Allen 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 
Child and Doll 

I am 37 years old, born and raised in Detroit and 
attended public schools there but had no interest 
nor did I display any artistic talent while in school. 
Only years later while in federal prison did I 
discover my natural talent. There was another artist 
there whose work inspired me to obtain the 
necessar./ materials and try it myself. 

That was in 1968, and I've been into art ever 
since, but my break came in cultivating my talent in 
New York City. I was fortunate to study privately 
with Edward Abdo who was an instructor at the Art 
Student's League in New York City. 

I've been in shows all over New York State and 
New York City. The most recent before my 
incarceration was a show sponsored by the Detroit 
Council of Arts. 

James Wimberley 
Muskegon Correctional Facility 

He was born on July 4,1955 in Detroit. He started 
drawing at about six but never took any classes in 
art: "It was just something for me to do in my spare 
time. My favorite things to draw are animated 
objects." 

Roger Stephenson 
Muskegon Correctional Facility 

Art is a hobby that demands much of my time, 
although I have no complaints about that. I intend 
to attend Wayne State in the future and continue 
my educati.on. Of course, art will be my major. 

Gordon Dawson 
Muskegon Correctional Facility 

I am 22 years old and interested in all types of art. 
My favorite medium is quill pen and ink, because I 
have to discipline myself, and it shows in my work. 
I intend to expand my knowledge of art through 
further training. 
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Rubin Smith 
Muskegon Correctional Facility 

Since I have been a resident here at the Muskegon 
Correctional Facility my activities have produced a 
newly discov1aretl channel for my direction, with 
being constrnctive, as well as engaging. My 
direction, which stems from my rapid development 
within the field of fine art, has indeed ~nhanced my 
mentality in dealing with life on a personal and 
social basis. Speaking perspectively, I am now 
provided with an identity, along with a source to 
identify with. 

R. Otto Bryan 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 

Otto is self-taught in the field of art but has 
gained substantial recognition (. ver the years. His 
work has been sbown in several Michigan exhibits, 
and he has sold much of it. Much of the money 
from the sale of his art work goes to charities. He 
has been a resident IOf the honor block at SPSM for 
several years and was an assistant to the art 
instructor at the prison. He works for the prison 
newspaper. 
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Lawrence Kulj,gowski 
Michigan Reformatory 

I started drawing in September, 1977. Before that, 
the only art work I did was in grade school. I 
became inspired to draw by observing one of the 
other residents doing some portraits. 

I am attending the COPE college program here at 
the Reformatory and will have my associate's degree 
in May, 1979. After that I plan to get into the 
extension program through Central Michigan 
University and, work on my bachelor's degree. 

I doubt that art will be my career, because I am the 
resident supervisor of the NARCONON drug 
program and am going to continue working to help 
people when I get out by coming into various 
institutions and running drug programs. I do know 
that my art work will be a predominate hobby. 

I am only 22 and have a long time yet to improve 
myself not only in my art work but also in life. 

Carlton Inyeard 
Marquette Branch Prison 
Bar Scene 

The J:lL ;;tel is a copy of a picture about awakened 
m~m-lOries of a neighborhood bar where we used to 
stop after work. We often sat and discussed the 
world situation and on rare occasions, confided our 
dreams of rising above this. 

Maxine Kelly 
Huron Valley Correctional Facility 

As a child I was extremely hyperactive and 
channeled my energy into drawing. While 
incarcerated at SHAR House - Huron Valley - I 
was encouraged by staff and residents and the 
institutional art teacher to gear my artistic talent to 
a professional level. 

At the age of 23, I'll be returning to society. I plan 
to work with children. I hope that my 
encouragement will be used in a positive way: 
Perhaps preventing one of them from having to go 
through a life style of drugs. 

5 
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Gail McRaft 
Huron Valley Correctional Facility 

It was discovered at an early date in my 
childhood, the ability I possessed as an artist. 
Throughout the years, I've done several paintings 
and drawings, along with exhibiting in an art show 
in Detroit. 

My greatest ambition is to receive a high school 
diploma and later attend Wayne State University. I 
would like to study sociology so that I may become 
a counselor working with parolees. My other goal is 
to, one day, present the Detroit area with a 
one-person art exhibit. 

DeWayne D. Weaver 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 

Weaver is a 32-yem-old Pontiac resident. When 
he first came to prison he was physically disabled 
and couldn't go on work assignment so he was put 
in school. It was here that he got illterested in art. 

George G. Johnson 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 

Johnson, 30, is from Minneapolis, Minn. He 
became interested in art by watching other 
prisoners in similar activities and decided to try his 
hand. 

Raymond L. Gray 
State Prison of Southern Michigan 
I Remember Malcolm 

I am 26 years old, a native of Detroit. I am a 
self-taught artist; have been involved seriously for 
about six years. 

The picture "I remember Malcolm" was done in 
the latter part of 1975, early 1976. It's an attempted 
biography done in pastels. 

I enjoy the freedom and flexibility that art allows 
me in self-expression. 

In the event I ever get out of here I plan to 
continue my a!'tistic search. 

Jerry D. Williams 
Kinross Correctional Facility 
The Cell 

I'm a 30-year-old Detroiter. Unfortunately, I've 
spent the greater part of my life searching for some 
elusive quality - or maybe self-identity. Confusion 
and inner conflict have been the causes of countless 
mishaps with life, the laws of society, and myself. 
Before coming to prison with a 12 to 24 year 
sentence, I'd been completely unaware of the 
natmal order of life. Perhaps this was because I've 
always looked outward or away from myself while 
searching for something to give my life meaning, 
but one day while laying in my cell trying to keep 
from going crazy, I came to the realization that one 
can only find himself by first looking inward. As a 
reminder of what it took to make me discover 
myself I painted "The Cell." 

I've taken classes and earned a general education 
diploma (GED), and I'm presently enrolled in Lake 
Superior State College. Someday, I hope to be able 
to secme my livelihood as an artist, writer, and 
most important, a servant of God, for had I not come 
to believe in Him, I could never hope to find 
self-fullfillment. 

George G. Johnson 
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The Michigcln 
Corrections 
Commission. 
January, 1978 

Thomas K. Eardley, Jr. 
Chairperson 
Wyoming 
First Joined the Commission: December, 1975 

Don P. LeDuc 
Vice Chairperson 
Okemos 
First Joined the Commission: October, 1977 

G. Robert Cotton, Ph.D. 
Grass Lake 
First Joined the Commission: September, 1966 

Florence Crane 
Ann Arbor 
First Joined the Commission: September, 1964 

Duane Waters, M.D. (not pictured) 
Manistique 
First Joined the Commission: April, 1964 

Left: Thomas K. Eardley, Chairperson Right: Don P. LeDuc 

Left: Florence Crane Right: Director P!lrry Johnson 

Left: Warden Charles Anderson Right: G. Robert Cotton 
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Director's Message 
By Perry M. Johnson 

Scientific classification I)f offenders is the most 
effective way I know to protect the public, save tax 
dollars and make the best use of human resources. 
Failure to develop a valid, effective classification 
system can crowd prisons and increase the 
possibility of risk to the public from parolees, 
correction center participants and escapees. 

Consider the following; We had 14,700 prisoners 
in Michigan (July, 1978,) which is more than 2,000 

over our rated capacity. Our immediate problem is 
that 2,000. But there are 48,000 persons under 
felony sentences in Michigan. The majority are on 
probation; others are on parole or in community 
halfway houses. A large part of our problem, and 
that of other states as well, is that there has been a 
shift in policy which has classified more of the 
48,000 to prison and fewer to probation over recent 
years. With a pool of 48,000, it does not take a 
profound shift to add several thousand to the prison 
count. In the present instance, it isn't a formal 
change in policy which has occurred. It is one of 
those general public reactions reflected in the 
day-to-day practices of prosecutors and judges. In 
many respects it is an emotional response - not 
one that was planned or which has a rational basis 
or which has even been formally enunciated in any 
way. But it has brought thousands of people to 
prison across the country. 

tAt the time of this writing it appeared likely that 
Michigan voters would approve the elimination of 
good time on the minimum sentences of a variety of 
crimes ranging from attempted burglary to murder. 
The department predicts a prison increase of from 
2,000 to 4,000 over a period of time.) 

And yet the vast majority of people in our prisons 
will never be reimprisoned for a new crime 
following their release. On the other hand, we are 
all familiar with probationers, parolees or persons 
housed in corrections centers who have gone on to 
commit very serious crimes. 

The advantage of being more accurate about who 
we confine and who we release is obvious to us all. 

Fortunately, there are sound alternatives available 
to us. As I have already noted, we are classifying or 
screening people inefficiently in the broad view of 
the best interest of the public. (Obviously, I am 
using the term "classification" broadly to include 
decisions at all points in the correctional process.) 
But decisions as to who is to be locked up, for how 
long and under what conditions are particularly 
crucial. This is because secure institutions are 
exorbitantly expensive and in short supply. And we 
know that many convicted felons can be managed 
safely in the community, and there are alternative 
ways of punishing people. Restitution is one of the 
oldest and best examples of what I mean. However, 
if we can properly identify those offenders who are 
truly dangerous or persistent repeaters, we can use 
our scarce resources effectively and still provide for 
the public protection without inflated prison 
populations. 

A few years ago we became acutely aware of the 
inadequacies of traditional wisdom in Corrections 
with reference to security classification and the 
parole decision-making process. Key staff agreed 
that our first order of business had to be to develop 
objective, valid, and effective classification criteria. 
So our main push in research for several years has 
been to develop these tools. By order of priority, we 
wanted to develop criteria for identifying 
dangerousness, property risk, escape proneness, 
and to be able to identify potential problem 
offenders within the institution. We have, as you 
know, developed the criteria for dangerousness and 
property risk. 



Because of the department's improved ability to 
classify according to risk, we have dramatically 
increased the number of prisoners we house in 
community status in Michigan. During this time, 
we have tripled the population in the community 
and now have more than 1,200 of our prisoners 
living in the community at any given time. They are 
carefully screened for that placement, and their risk 
potential is an important part of that screening. We 
have S0'11e people out in centers not only months 
but years ahead of their earliest possible parole 
date. Let me review the record of performance of the 
people in our halfway houses last year: 

Nearly 3,400 people went through the center with 
a new felony rate (charge) of 31/2 per cent - much 
lower than for parolees. The annual cost savings to 
the state was more than $2 million in operating 
funds not to mention the $50 million to $60 million 
it would cost to construct prison beds for those 
persons. 

If the kind of screening for risk we were 
beginning to use in the prison can be expanded ttl 
the much larger arena of the criminal justice system 
so that it is done all the way down the line by 
prosecutors and judges and in the juvenile system, 
the payoff can be profound. Frankly, if there is 
another way to go which will allow us to really do 
the job of protecting the public without bankrupting 
it, I don't know what that might be. 

Imprisoning more people indiscriminately is not 
the right way to go, and it is not necessary. If we 
simply classify people intelligently and rationally, 
we can better protect the public, provide them more 
for their tax dollars and, incidentally, improve 
public confidence in the system. 

Maxine Kelly 
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Change. 
We make it ourselves because it seems needed. 

Outside influences force change, too. 
We can start out wanting one kind of change and 

end up getting another. 
We can ignore change, encourage it, feel helpless 

in its movement or direct it to our best advantage. 
Change. It must happen. 
It happens in Corrections. We make it happen; we 

watch it happen. 
Prisons change. Employees get more training and 

learn more skills. Prisoners know more about their 
rights and the rules; due process is increased. 

Prisons change. They look different - less bars, 
more glass. They get crowded. 

Prisons change. The public seems angrier; new 
laws are passed; more people come to prison; 
sentences are longer. 

The entire correctional process changes: It 
redefines itself or it reminds itself of an old 
direction which had been forgotten. It puts new 
stress on old goals. It finds new ways to do old jobs 
better. It changes. 

The community forces change above all else -
not by a logical A to B plan but often by its anger 
and criticism. Other parts of the public system 
respond. They change and cause change. More 
people come to prison and they come to stay longer. 
New laws are written; old laws are interpreted 
differently. 

Change is not synonymous with good or bad. But 
it can be turned into one or the other. 

When prisons become crowded, they change their 
operation to compensate. Usually, the change is 
bad. But crowded prisons also cause good changes 
- expansion of prison alternatives is the most 
obvious. 

Ideally, change should come only after a close 
look at the possible results and the alternatives. 

In Corrections, intuition is not acceptable. 
Concepts and programs must be tested, evaluated, 
examined. Then comes change - elimination, 
expansion, redirection. 

Michigan's correctional system grew substantially 
in 1977 and the first half of 1978. It examined the 
changes it had made or had been forced to make 
earlier and tried to refine and polish them. 

It looked at old programs and asked questions: 
Should this change? How should it change? It 
worried about the changes it saw coming and those 
that wouldn't come but should. 

There were practical matters - more beds to find, 
more prisoners to contain, new prisons to be 
opened and staff hired. 

How do you make the best use of the space -
7,500 "secure" beds and 14,800 prisoners? Who 
should go to a halfway house; who is dangerous; 
who is likely to escape; what's the best way to keep 
prisoners from escaping; how should we supervise 
parolees and probationers; how do we hire more 
minority and women employees; how do we train 
our staff to be "professionals"; how do we get the 
public to understand; what functions of the 
correctional system best protect the public -
pUnishment, isolation, rehabilitation or deterrence? 

Where are we going; how arB we going to get 
there? 

The Michigan Department of Corrections reached 
for those answers in 1977 and the first half of 1978 

knowing that the answers would help to control 
and direct the changes. 

13 
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Prisons 

Sound classification of prisoners is essential to 
good prison management and to public protection. 

Security classification is the chief concern: Is the 
prisoner likely to escape? Will he assault other 
prisoners and staff? Can he be trusted in a 
community setting? How well will he behave on 
parole? 

Program classification also is important in 
providing opportunities for change. If a prisoner 
completes certain programs and activities, does that 
mean he is more likely to succeed on parole than 
one who does not? Should the State of Michigan 
improve vocational offerings and in what areas? Is 
it more important to give a prisoner an academic 
education or on-the-job work experience? 

Every year the Department of Corrections reaches 
out for more definitive answers to these questions 
through scientific research and study. Every year 
more answers are found. 

Prison Escapes 
The number of escapes, walkaways and prisoners 

going AWOL from furloughs and correction centers 
was down during the first six months of 1978 when 
compared with the first six months of 1977 (362 in 
1978 compared with 489 in 1977). 

Nevertheless, the problem remained serious 
enough to warrant the continued attention of 
department executives. 

Research on how to predict whether a prisoner is 
likely to escape began in 1978 and was expected to 
be completed in early 1979. 

It was estimated in 1978 that the state's 
correctional system contained 7,500 "secure" beds 
while the prison population nudged 14,800. 
Accurate classification became more and more 
essential. 

Risk Prediction 
New risk factors to better predict behavior of male 

parolees and to be fairer in prisoner classification 
were adopted in January, 1978, after research which 
had begun more than three years earlier. 

Preliminary factors predicting assaultive crimes 
were first used in parole and classification 
decisions in June of 1976. 

The refined risk factors were expected to allow 
department personnel to correctly classify a higher 
proportion of prisoners as either high or low risk fot 
violence and property crimes while on parole. In 
addition to being able to make fewer mistakes in 
classification, the new factors are believed to be 
more equitable for prisoners because they are based 
more closely on a person's behavior and less on 
things over which the prisoner has no control. 

In addition to refining the factors that predict 
assaultive crime, the department came up with 
factors that predict property crimes. 

All factors were identified by using a sample of 
2,000 men paroled in 1971. Half the sample wa!: set 
aside for validation. Using the other half, vario~s 
combinations of variables were tabulated against 
behavior on parole to determine which 
combinations seemed to best predict violence. 

If prisoners have all the following characteristics, 
they will be classified as being a very high risk for 
violence: 

• Serving time currently for a crime that fits the 
description of a robbery, sexual assault or 
homicide. 

• Being found guilty of major misconduct while 
in the institution or involuntarily placed in 
administrative segregation by the prison's 
Security Classification Committee. 

• First arrested or had a petition filed for any 
criminal behavior prior to his 15th birthday. 

Those with only the first two characteristics are 
classified as "high" risk for violence. 

Prisoners identified as very high or high risk are 
restricted from participating in some community 
programs and are less likely to be paroled. For this 
reason, persons with these designations are entitled 
to administrative hearings to challenge the 
factualness of the information that was used in 
determining the risk category. 
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Those screened as high risk for property crimes 
also are entitled to an administrative hearing. 

A prisoner with all the following characteristics 
is likely to commit a property crime while on 
parole: 

• Has a reported juvenile felony. 
• Is guilty of serious institutional misconduct. 
• Has his first arrest before his 15th birthday. 
Persons who fall into the "very high risk" for 

violence category probably represent about 5 per 
cent of all persons released from prison in anyone 
year. Of that, 5 per cent, or 40 out of every 100 can 
be expected to be arrested for a violent crime within 
a year or two after release from prison. 

Of all parolees, about 10.5 in 100 are arrested for 
crimes of violence while on parole, which means 
the very high risk offender is four times as likely to 
commit a violent crime as the average parolee. The 
"high" risk for violence offender probably makes up 
7 per cent of all persons released from prison in a 
year. About 20.5 of every 100 can be expected to be 
arrested for a crime of violence. 

At the other end, prisoners who do not have those 
characteristics, who are not serving time for any 
crime that would fit the description of an assaultive 
felony and who were married before the current 
offense are classified as very low risks for violence . 

. These persons probably account for 19 per cent of 
all prisoners released every year. Of those, about 2.5 
in every 100 will probably be arrested for a crime of 
violence a year or two after release from prison. A 
prisoner will be classified ab "low" risk if he does 
not have a reported juvenile felony but his crime 
fits the description of any assaultive crime. If it does 
not but he was not married before the offense, he is 
classified as "low" risk also. 

Middle risk offenders probably account for 45 per 
cent of all persons released from prison and are 
expected to do about as well as the average parolee. 

The study covers only persons released from 
prison. The department continues to believe that it 
should be expanded to all convicted offenders so 
the judges who wish to do so may use this kind of 
information in their sentencing. 

Crowding 
In an 18-month period (Jan. 1, 1977 to June 30, 

1978) Michigan's prison population grew by nearly 
2,500; the capacity of its prisons had expanded by 
only 1,300. At the end of June, 1978, 14,800 
prisoners were in a system designed for 12,800. 

The lopsided population-capacity figures were 
nothing new to a system which had been crowded 
since early 1975. The disparity between capacity 
and population remained fairly steady despite the 
acquisition of: 

• The Riverside Correctional Facility in January, 
1977. 

• The new medium security unit on the north end 
of the State Prison of Southern Michigan at 
Jackson in June, 1977. 

• The Kinross Correctional Facility near Sault Ste. 
Marie in January, 1978. 

• The Michigan Dunes Correctional Facility near 
Saugatuck and Holland in July, 1978. 

The new state prison for women near Ypsilanti 
(Huron Valley Women's Facility) did not expand 
the capacity of the system but it did provide a more 
humane setting for the incarcerated female offender. 

Jumes Wimberley 



The department was not successful in acquiring 
two facilities in southeastern Michigan for prisons. 

One was .the Child Development Center in Wayne 
County for which the Women's Division of the 
Detroit House of Correction was sought as an 
al ternati ve. 

The other was the L. H. Hudson Warehouse in 
downtown Detroit, which had been sought for a 
600-bed prison. It was withdrawn from the market 
by its owners in early 1978. 

Legislation enabling the state to purchase the 
Women's Division from the City of Detroit and to 
construct a 600-bed multi-security prison on the site 
was adopted in 1978, but it had not been purchased 
by July, and negotiations on the sale continued. 
Initially the existing structure was to be used for 
320 men until the new 600-bed prison was done. 

The department made little headway in finding 
sites other than the DeHoCo land for its proposed 
regional, multi-security prisons. 

In the meantime, the number of women 
committed to prison for felony crimes was 
increasing dramatically. 

Rick Ward 

The alarming rate :'\t which the population of 
incarcerated women was growing was noted in the 
department's August, 1977, population projection 
report. 

It said the number of women sentenced to prison 
climbed from 191 in July, 1973, to 502 in July of 
1977, an increase of more than two and one-half 
times over a four-year period. 

By July, 1978 there were 602 women in Michigan 
serving a prison sentence; in July, 1974, there were 
188. 

Of the total, 394 were imprisoned at the women's 
prison, 52 were in the Kalamazoo County Jail 
because of the lack of space at the stare prison and 
another 156 were living in corrections centers. 

By mid-1978 the state was looking for a facility to 
convert to additional prison housing for women and 
planning for a second state facility for women. 

During 1978 the department was formally told 
that it would have to abandon Camp Hoxey near 
Grayling in November of 1979, a loss of 80 beds. 

The department's lease with the federal 
government for the land on which Camp Hoxey is 
located expires in 1979, and the federal authorities 
decided not to renew it. The department had not 
found a replacement camp by mid-1978. 

The New Prisons 
Two new prisons were opened in 1978 - one in 

the Upper Peninsula on an abandoned Air Force 
base and the other in western Michigan in a 
Catholic seminary. 

In 1977 the department acquired the Riverside 
facility in Ionia and added a medium security unit 
at Jackson. The new women's prison was opened on 
Aug. 5, 1977. (These institutions were discussed in 
the 1976-77 Dimensions.) 
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FEMALE COMMITMENTS 
1973-1971' 



PRISON POPULATION AND RATED CAPACITY 
TIIRU APRIL 1, 1980 

POPULATION 

Current 
Count 

Current 
Capacity 

15,900 

Lose Hoxey 

Cusino & Ma'rnnette 
~-- -,' Evangeline" 
. Kinross 

Riverside " 

CAPACITY 

\ 

16,000 

15,000 

1.4,OQO 

13,000 

12,000 

11,000 

10,000 

9,000 

8,000 . 

7,000 
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The Kinross Correctional Facility 
This medium security prison is on the abandoned 

Kincheloe Air Force Base near Sault Ste. Marie. It 
opened on Jan. 16 and will eventually hold 648 

male prisoners. Eventually, the department would 
like to reduce the capacity to 500, since that is the 
optimal size for a medium security prison. 

The institution, which makes use of dormitories 
formerly occupied by airmen, is the only one in the 
state to have two-man rooms. 

Serious discussion about using the soon-to-be 
abandoned base for a prison began early in 1977. It 
was known then that the federal government would 
close the base soon, and that there were no 
immediate plans for other uses. In March, 1977, the 
U.S. Department of Defense announced that the 
base would close Oct. 1, 1977. 

Conversion was desirable because of the 
economics - the base was given to the state at no 
cost - and because few renovations would be 
necessary before it could be used for prisoners. 
Remodeling cost the state $3.5 million. 

Efforts to put the medium security prison 
for men at the base progressed rapidly. This was 
largely because of the support of the Governor and 
the Legislature and a number of influential local 
citizens and community leaders. 

Some local opposition to use of the base for a 
prison existed initially, but as the department and 
the community became better acquainted, most 
citizens appeared receptive and, many, in fact, 
applied for jobs at the new prison. 

By August, 1977, a superintendent was hired, and 
he, in turn, began hiring staff and preparing for the 
first prisoners, who arrived on Jan. 16, 1978. 

The prison takes its name from the village and 
township of Kinross, where it is located. 

As of June, 1978, it employed 256 persons of 
which 158 were from the area. Employment of as 
many local citizens as possible was a commitment 
by the department to the community. When prison 
industries begins operation, more local people are 
expected to be hired. 

Security is important to a prison and to the 
community which expects to be safe from prison 
inmates. 

To meet these expectations the prison has two 
chainlink fences, each 16 feet high, around the 
prison; an electronic detection system; and rolls of 
wire with razorblade-like protrusions strung 
between the fences. 

To maintain community rapport and 
understanding, the superintendent meets monthly 
with local community leaders. A speaker's bureau is 
active. Volunteer activities and a student intern 
program with Lake Superior State College also keep 
the community and the prison working together. 

Physical plant 
The prison covers 130 acres of which 94 are 

behind the fence. 
It has five dormitories, three floors each, which 

will eventually house 648 prisoners. Two prisoners 
share each room, except in the segregation wing in 
which prisoners have single rooms. 

Each dormitory floor has its own dayroom. There 
also is a large recreation building with a weight 
lifting room, two regulation-size indoor basketball 
courts, and two handball courts. 

One building houses the institution's dining 
room and kitchen; another houses administrative 
offices, the control center, library, some academic 
classrooms and the visiting room. Vocational 
classes are in two separate bUildings. 

The institution's infirmary is one wing of the base 
hospital. Prisoners who need more intensive, 
long-range care or surgery are sent to War Memorial 
Hospital in Sault Ste. Marie. 

Outdoor facilities include an ice rink, three tennis 
courts, two basketball courts and two softball 
diamonds with bleachers. Phms also call for 
horseshoe pits, handball courts and a football field 
surrounded by a quarter mile track, all to be in the 
outdoor yard area. 
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Programs. 
Prisoners at Kinross can take part in a, wide 

variety of programs and activities. These include: 
Academic Education: 

Remedial education, preparation for the 
General Education Development (GED) test, 
college classes leading to associate and bachelor's 
degrees through Lake Superior State College. 

Vocational Trade Training: 
Automobile mechanics, body repair, building 

trades, and food service. 
Michigan State Industries is expected to locate 

one or more industrial operations at the site 
beginning this Fall. 

Recreation and Other Programs: 
The institution has a varsity and intramural 

sports program. Prisoners can take part in 
basketball, softball, and flag football. They can ice 
skate, play tennis and handball and lift weights. 

Special Programs include membership in 
Alcoholics Anonymous, a chapter of the Jaycees, 
the Prisoners' Progress Association, the Pinto 
Project and a substance abuse therapy group. 
Hobbycraft also is available. Some prisoners work 
in the prison's photography laboratory and others 
on the institution's newspaper. 

Inmates may also take part in lay counseling 
and in individual and group psychotherapy. 

Religious activities are coordinated through the 
institutional chaplain. 

The Michigan Dunes 
Correctional Facility 

St. Augustine Seminary, formerly a high school 
residential unit for young men preparing for the 
priesthood, was converted to a 400-bed medium 
security prison on July 17, 1978. A 12-foot double 
fence and electronic instrusion detection device 
plus a "buffer zone" separate the prison from an 
adjacent state park facility. 

It was purchased by the state for $4.2 million in 
late 1977 after an out-of-court settlement was 
reached in a lawsuit filed by some Allegan County 
residents who had attempted to stop the state from 

buying and converting the school into a 
medium-security prison for men. Remodeling cost 
$2.3 million. 

The new prison will hold 396 prisoners when it 
reaches full capacity. Only men below 21, who are 
not serving a sentence for a sexual offense, who are 
not identified as homosexual or as having those 
tendencies and who appear not to be escape risks 
can be placed at the Dunes prison. It is not 
restricted to property offenders. 

In contrast with the campus-like grounds ofMTU 
and Muskegon, the Dunes houses, feeds, educates, 
counsels, and provides recreation for its residents 
under a single roof. 

Most prisoners live in 12 dormitory rooms, each 
housing 26 men. There also is one 40-man 
dormitory room, and, for those that earn the 
privilege, there are eight single rooms and nine 
four-man rooms. 

The institution also contains classrooms, a 
library, a dining room, a chapel, a gymnasium, 
areas for indoor and outdoor recreation and group 
activities and a visiting room for families and 
friends. 

Prisoners can finish high school and get training 
in several vocational trades including food services 
and office occupations. College classes are planned 
for the future. 

Counseling, religious activities, clubs and arts 
and crafts programs also are offered. 

A licensed physician and a certified physician's 
assistant are on call 24-hours a day, and a dentist 
and dental hygienist are on duty five days 'a week. 
A staff - registered nurses are at the institution 16 
hourI" t1 day. 

The prison has a staff of 190, of which 55 per cent 
were hired from Allegan and Ottawa counties. 

Although there was significant opposition to the 
prison initially, recent community support has been 
l'I.oteworthy, with over 500 individuals volunteering 
to participate in lay and religious counseling and 
other activities. 
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Conditions of Confinement 

"The humane administration and direction of 
institutional care are paramount in preserving 
individual rigr...cs and responsibilities and, in turn, 
the ultimate protection of society." 

- Manual of Standards for Adult Correctional 
Institutions by the Commission on 
Accreditation for Corrections 

The physical condition of many Michigan prisons 
remained substandard in 1977 and early 1978. The 
Corrections Camps Program has been cited by the 
Department of Public Health and other regulatory 
agencies for operating substandard facilities. 

Camp Cusino in the Upper Peninsula was being 
replaced in mid-1978 with a new camp. Funds for 
this purpose came through a $1.2 million grant 
from the Economic Development Administration 
within the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
Completion of the new 80-bed minimum security 
camp is expected in mid-1979. Cusino had been in 
operation since 1951. 

The Department began looking in 1978 for a new 
site to replace Camp Hoxey, west of Cadillac. 

Hoxey, also substandard, is on federal park land 
which has been leased to the state. The U.S. Forest 
Service refused in 1978 to renew the special permit 
citing the deteriorated condition of the camp. The 
permit expires November of 1979. 

About 25 per cent of the prisoners at Cassidy Lake 
Technical School near Chelsea live in outdated 
cabins with inadequate toilet facilities. 

Construction began in 1978 o!l a building for 
academic and vocational training, special activities 
and recreation at the Muskegon Correctional 
Facility. 

The multi-service building, which is to be 
completed in 1979, is being paid for with a 
$4,105,000 grant from the Economic Development 
Administration within the U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 

The department had attempted to acquire funds 
for the Muskegon school for several years - shortly 
after the first phase of the prison was completed in 
1974. 

Completion of such a facility will mean that 
prisoners will have adequate space for schooling, 
vocational training and indoor recreation, 
something that has not been available before. This 
is particularly important for those prisoners who do 
not have minimum-security status and who cannot 
leave the institution to take part in activities in the 
community. 

The new building will have space for remedial 
education programs including a reading laboratory; 
high school completion including a science room; a 
closed circuit television studio to produce 

Roger Stephenson 
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educational programs; a 10,000-book library for 
pre-vocational programs and building maintenance 
and repair; administrative offices; a gymnasium; an 
auditorium, canteen, barbershop and game area. 

The Economic Development Administration also 
gave the state $900,000 in 1977 to help pay for 
replacement of the dormitory at the Marquette 
Branch Prison. The dorm will replace substandard 
housing in the Trusty Division of that prison and 
temporarily increase the capacity of the system by 
85 beds. Completion is anticipated by late 1979. 

Two-thirds of the remodeling needed to bring the 
Riverside Correctional Facility to full capacity was 
completed by mid-1978. All requirements of the 
State Fire Marshall were met. 

Conditions of confinement became legal issues in 
two major suits - one involving crowding and the 
other equal programming opportunities for women 
in prison. 

Gordon Dawson 

The crowding suit began May 20,1976, when the 
Human Rights Party wrote a letter to Director Perry 
Johnson requesting declaratory rulings under the 
state's Administrative Procedures Act. Rulings 
were requested concerning the applicability of 
various statutes governing administration of prisons 
to prison crowding. The Human Rights Party said 
the crowding violated due process, equal protection 
and the guarantee against cruel and unusual 
punishment in state and federal constitutions. 

On advice of the state's Attorney General the 
department declined to act saying it believed it did 
not have the authority to issue such rulings. 

The Human Rights Party then filed a complaint in 
Ingham County Circuit Court asking the court to 
declare that present prison conditions violated 
prisoners' rights. It asked that the court issue 
preliminary and permanent injunctions enjoining 
the department from administering policies and 
statutes which result in prison crowding, and it 
asked the court to order the department to refuse to 
accept additional prisoners and to discharge 
prisoners until prison facilities were within proper 
limitations. 

The department's attorneys then filed for 
accelerated judgement claiming the circuit court 
lacked jurisdiction and that the Human Rights Party 
could not sue because it was not directly affected by 
prison conditons. 

Circuit Court Judge Ray C. Hotchkiss denied the 
motion and ruled that a citizens' jury would be 
impaneled to assist the court in visiting the prisons 
and determining the merits of the case. The 
department then appealed to the Michigan Court of 
Appeals for superintending control. 

In mid-1978 the Court of Appeals said the circuit 
court does have jurisdiction and that if "aggrieved" 
prisoners were added to the suit, it would be 
sufficient to give the Human Rights Party standing. 
The case was remanded back to the Circuit Court. 

The suit alleging unequal treatment of women 
prisoners was filed in May, 1977, in the U.S. 
District Court, the Eastern District, Southern 
Division. 

Several women prisoners filed the class action 
suit asking the court to declare that the department 
was violating the Equal Protection Clause of the 
14th Amendment and Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972. The suit had not been 
resolved by mid-1978. 

" 



Giving the prisoners the opportunity to grieve 
conditions of confinement is important in making 
the prison system responsive to the prisoners. It can 
force staff to be more accountable and give 
prisoners the feeling that the system is trying to be 
fair and l}umane. 

Michigan has had an inmate grievance procedure 
since 1973. Evaluations of it have shown it to be 
achieving what was intended. 

An increasing number of grievances are med 
every year. Most are resolved at the institution l€\>.d 
but a significant number come to the Office of the 
Director. 

In 1976 a total of 957 came to the director; by 
1977 that number had reached 1,700, and it 
appeared that 2,652 would need the director's 
resolution during 1978. 

Of the grievances sent to the director, 29 per cent 
were resolved in favor of the complaining prisoner. 

Except for allegations of abuse and racial 
discrimination, a grievance goes through three steps 
before reaching the director. 

By mid-1978 efforts were being made to hire a 
full-time staff person to handle grievance matters, 
prisoner complaints and allegations of prisoner 
abuse. 

Despite crowding, no institutions experienced 
extreme dissention or major disturbances by 
prisoners. 

Treatment 
Although crowding tempered the flexibility of the 

prison system's treatment programming and caused 
long dolays in many areas, some expansion 
occurred in 1977 and the first half of 1978. 

The Huron Valley Women's Facility received a 
$35,000 federal grant to enrich its recreation and 
cultural activities. With the money it was able to 
purchase a substantial amount of recreation 
equipment, to take field trips to cultural events, to 
give women prisoners bowling lessons and to offer 
classes in painting, bargello, jewelry making, egg 
coloring and yoga. Therapeutic drama and creative 
dancing also were offered. 

A vocational program at Northern Michigan 
University was started for eligible prisoners from 
the Marquette Branch Prison in 1977. 
Prisoner-students took part in welding, machine 
tool operation, appl~ance repair and refrigeration, 
heating and air conditioning. 

A building maintenance program was started at 
the Michigan Training Unit and a full school 
program including college classes was started at the 
Riverside Correctional Facility in late 1977. 

The Riverside school welcomed its first students 
on Feb. 28, 1978 and began operating out of 
t~mporary quarters. Over 180 students were 
enrolled and attended classes from adult basic 
education through completion of the General 
Education Development tests. Six college classes 
with 87 students enrolled began. 

The institution began planning for new cIasfles in 
business education, general shop and life coping 
skills. 

The permanent school facility at Riverside was 
opened in June of 1978, and the student enrollment 
was expected to double. 

The Camp Program became more selective in 
academic offerings. School teacher positions at 
Camp Baraga, Waterloo, Pontiac, Brighton, Sauble 
and Lehman were removed in late 1977. This 
occurred primarily because of the strong work-pass 
program at Pontiac and Brighton, and the high 
number of prisoners employed with the Department 
of Natural Resources in other camps. Vocational 
offerings continued at the successful dental 
laboratory program at Waterloo and in diesel 
mechanics at Sauble. Prisoners working on college 
degrees go to Camp Lehman where they can attend 
classes at Kirtland Community College. 

Teachers are employed at the other camps, and 
prisoners are assigned to camps based on their 
program needs. 

By the end of 1977, all basic academic programs 
were being tailored to the individual needs of the 
students through a method called Competency 
Based Instruction. This approach attacks the 
problem of educating prisoners who may be 
transferred from one institution to another at times 
that do not correspond to traditional class 
schedules. It also gives student prisoners more 
opportunities to succeed in an academic setting. 

Department administrators continue to address 
the problems of curriculum revision and upgrading 
and the training of teachers in this special 
approach. Along with this technique came 25 
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zero-based budgeting in the area of education. This 
meant the elimination of some more traditional 
high school classes and forced administrators and 
educators into setting priorities and standards. 

Zero-based budgeting forces departments into 
examining programs and activities to find out how 
well they work and whether the results justify 
continued funding. 

One program which appeared to be less 
successful than had been hoped was the parole 
contract. 

It was cut back during 1977 when eligibility 
criteria were changed to focus on persons with 
longer sentences. A study began in 1978 to measure 
the program's ability to predict parole success. The 
program was expected to be terminated if nothing 
significant came out of the research. 

Prison crowding strained treatment 
programming; waiting lists were long. 

Administrators at the Reception and Guidance 
Center noted a large and expanding population of 
mentally ill individuals coming into the system in 
1977. Services were not always equal to the 
demand. However, one treatment approach in the 
area of mental health has been the assignment of 
clinicians from the Reception Unit to various cell 
blocks at the State Prison of Southern Michigan and 
to camp control at Waterloo. Besides helping 
prisoners, this approach is expected to improve the 
depru'tment's team concept with custodial and 
treatment staff working closely to achieve a 
common goal of safe and humane working and 
living conditions. (See Health Care for discussion of 
Psychiatric Services Unit.) 

The demand for psychological evaluations 
continued high during the year. They averaged 10 

requests a week. 
Likewise, more requests were made for 

psychotherapy. During 1977 a total of 428 prisoners 
were in psychotherapy, and the waiting list had 
reached 2,000. 

During 1977 the number of emergency crisis 
intervention contacts averaged over 300 a month 
throughout the system. Personnel from the 
Reception Center's Psychological Services Unit 
were called in to react to these problems. 

Work continued in 1978 on the opening of a new 
reception center for all male prisoners under 21 at 
the Riverside Correctional Facility in Ionia. 

Work Pass 
Significant developments in the work pass 

program in 1977 resulted in almost double the 
number of jobs for prisoners compared with 1976. 

For the first time in the history of Michigan's 
work pass program, employment specialists were 
hired specifically to find work pass jobs. Over 1,200 

posts were found in. 1977 compared to 700 in 1976. 

Salaries for the 11 employment specialists came 
from federal funds and the community, and Family 
and Children's Services of the Catholic Diocese of 
Gaylord. 

Jobs varied from dish and car washing to assisting 
with natural gas or oil exploration. 

The largest growth occurred in Camp Pugsley and 
Camp Lehman and as many as 36 jobs were found 
in one month. The program at the Trusty Division 
of the· Ionia Reformatory also grew from an average 
of six jobs to 37. 

During 1978 the program continued to expand, 
reaching a record 288 employed prisoners during 
May. The average number of prisoners employed 
monthly for the first seven months of 1978 was 247. 

In 1977 the number was 180. 

The most beneficial aspect of work pass 
employment for the prisoner is the opportunity to 
'earn a competitive wage while in prison. Those 
participatihg have agreed to support their 
dependents; if without dependents, the prisoner 
agrees to hold 50 per cent of his wages in escrow for 
release. 

Those prisoners terminating employment for 
parole or other community placement earned 
$832,259 in 1977 compared to $528,799 in 1976. 

Over $61,000 was contributed to support 
dependents and over $294,000 was saved for 
release. 

The extra funding for the 1977 work pass 
program enabled the department to offer expanded 
job readiness classes and to help women prisoners 
at the Huron Valley Women's Facility plan for jobs 
after incarceration. 



Health Care 

Expansion of health care services in the 
Department of Corrections has been dramatic since 
the Office of Health Care was established in 1975. 

The most not~ble increases have come in the 
form of additional clinical staff and in larger 
operating budgets. 

In the 1976-77 budget of $8,165,000 a total of 
188.1 clinical positions were authorized. The 
budgat increased to $10,103,000 and 340.3 staff 
positions in 1977-78. Toward the middle of 1978 it 
appeared that the 1978-79 budget would hit 

. $15,536,100 and 'that 449.8 positions would be 
authorized. 

The initial appropriation for this office in 1975-76 

was $800,000. 

The significant increase in authorized positions 
permitted recruitment of qualified civilian nurses, 
medical record and clinical staff to replace most 
prisoners whose involvement in sensitive areas of 
health care delivery was considered inappropriate. 

.. " ! ' \ 

Rubin Smith 

Nevertheless, this office continues to encounter 
substantial problems in the recruitment of health 
care professionals. 

Adequate salaries are necessary to attract and 
retain competent professional and support staff 
given the unavoidably negative aspects of working 
in a prison setting. The office worked with the 
Department of Civil Service in raising the salaries of 
physicians and registered nurses. 

Increased financial support during 1977 allowed 
the department to upgrade and replace a substantial 
amount of dental, optometric, radiographic and 
emergency equipment. Several new ambulances 
were purchased. 

Extensive renovation of the infirmary at the State 
Prison of Southern Michigan was begun in 1977. 

The remodeling, which was expected to be 
completed in late 1978, was undertaken to comply 
with health and fire safety regulations and to 
improve the efficiency of health services provided 
there. 

The renovation is considered an interim 
improvement falling far short of adequacy for 
long-term use of the building. With the assistance of 
a professional consultant firm, detailed plans for an 
infirmary and outpatient clinic at the prison were 
completed in 1977 and approved by the Department 
of Management and Budget in 1978. The facility is 
expected to be completed by 1981. 

A new psychiatric services unit for mentally ill 
male prisoners in need of inpatient care was opened 
January, 1978, at the Riverside Correctionial 
Facility. It replaced "Top 6," a cell block at the 
State Prison of Southern Michigan . 
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The new unit is in a recently remodeled 
15-year-old building at the Riverside prison. It is 
divided into four wards with a total capacity of 152. 
Of that, 14 beds are used for medical and 
psychiatric emergencies. 

The wards are organized as follows: A 19-bed 
admissions ward, two 44-bed rehabilitation wards, a 
31-bed intensive treatment ward and 14 special 
beds. 

Sleeping areas are divided between single rooms 
and dormitories. All but one of the dorms contains 
five beds; the exception is a 15-bed dorm on the 
intensive treatment ward for depressed, suicidal 
prisoners. 

The unit employs a specially trained core of 
security staff called Corrections Medical Aides. 
These persons provide security for the unit and also 
function as an integral part of the treatment team, 
participating in staff conferences, in meetings with 
staff and patients and in such activities as 
occupational and recreational therapy and in group 
therapy. 

In addition to the required five-week department 
specialist school, these employees also participate 
in an intensive Office of Health Care training 
program. This includes training in psychiatric and 
medical topics with the high point being over 100 
hours of Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) 
training provided by faculty of the EMT Program at 
Grand Valley State College. 

By virtue of his or her training, the technician is 
qualified to assist in a variety of medical 
emergencies. Further, the aide is trained to perform 
not only in the psychiatric unit but also in medical 
areas such as the emergency room and the 
outpatient clinics. 

The goal of the Psychiatric Unit is to allow 
prisoners to function as independently as possible 
and to cope with the demands of everyday life in a 
reasonable manner. To do so, a full range of 
treatment programs, including chemotherapy, 
group and individual psychotherapy, and 
recreational and occupational therapy are offered. 
To promote mature responsible behavior, a 
"therapeutic community" approach is used on both 
units. Here staff and patients meet in groups to 
discuss ward problems and to come up with ways 
of handling them. 

In conjunction with the abandonment of Top 6, a 
small 17-bed acute psychiatric inpatient unit was 
opened at the infirmary at the State Prison of 
Southern Michigan at Jackson. 

The Michigan Mental Health Code allows for the 
transfer of prisoners who need long-term care from 
the Department of Corrections to the Department of 
Mental Health (DMH). Currently, the Legislature is, 
considering some amendments to the chapter 
dealing with transfer of prisoners. One of the 
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proposals is to assign responsibility for long-term 
psychiatric services to the DMH Center for Forensic 
Psychiatry. The Department of Corrections would 
continue to be responsible for providing short-term 
psychiatric inpatient services and for providing a 
"protective environment and supportive milieu" for 
residents released from an inpatient unit. 

Other improvements in the health care system 
occurred. 

Considerable attention was devoted to upgrading 
the intake health screening process at the Reception 
and Guidance Center. The improved multiphasic 
screening, examination and documentation was 
expected to occur in late 1978. 

Eleven more physi.cian's assistants were added so 
that one or more are working at each prison. 
Working under the supervision of licensed 
physicians, these professionals are authorized to 
perform limited diagnostic and treatment functions. 

Gordon Dawson 

Ten senior optometric students were placed at the 
Jackson prison and in the Ionia complex in 
mid-1978 through negotiations with Ferris State 
College. The students work under licensed faculty 
optometrists at no cost to the department. 

Once the essential improvements have been 
made, management of health care services must 
focus on maintaining an acceptable level of quality 
in the care provided. Beginning in 1977 a 
"peer-review" mechanism began on a pilot basis for 
dental services. It is expected that a similar program 
will be adopted in early 1979 for medical services. 
In this process, a team of two or three dentists or 
physicians, either departmental supervisory staff or 
outside consultants, review randomly selected 
health records, interview patients and inspect the 
clinic arrangements. Attention is given to accuracy, 
completeness and professional judgment. 

In December of 1977 the office was awarded a $1 
million grant from the federal Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration to assist 10 other states to 
improve their correctional health care services. It is 
believed that the grant is evidence of the recent 
progress made by the state in improving its health 
care system for prisoners. 
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Prison Industries 

Growth continued in 1977 and the first half of 
1978 in sales, diversity of products and in wages 
and bonuses paid to prisoner-employees. 

Michigan State Industries extended its efforts 
toward professionalism. It took on more of the 
production processes it formerly had done 
elsewhere. Included in this was the addition of 
$282,892 worth of equipment for the textile factory 
at the State Prison of Southern Michigan (SPSM). 
Part of the money was used to improve processing 
of the cloth. The textile factory also was able in 
1978 to order equipment for cloth dying to avoid 
having to send material to North Carolina, as was 
the previous practice. 

A separate metal chair factory was established for 
prisoners in the Northside Unit at SPSM. These 
chairs were originally manufactured along with 
other metal furniture at the Central Unit of the 
SPSM complex. Division of the production was 
expected to speed up shipment of chairs to 
customers. 

The new chair factory has a designed capacity of 
20,000 metal chairs annually. 

Men's colored undershirts were introduced, and 
the shoe factory began producing steel cap safety 
shoes. A new line of Naugahyde was started. 

The tailored garment factory was closed down 
because of the decline in sales. Some products were 
discontinued and others are now being made at the 
Michigan Reformatory or the Marquette Branch 
Prison. 

Industries staff spent time investigating 
establishment of industries plans at the Kinross 
Correctional Facility and the Huron Valley 
Women's Facility. Long-range plans also call for a 
factory at the Muskegon Correctional Facility. 

The bureau also continued with its efforts to 
expand the sales market by advertising and by 
attending conferences and meetings of government 
agencies. 

In its efforts to become more self-sufficient and 
progressive, the Industries Bureau began i.n 1977 to 
seek revisions of the statute under which it 
operates: The Corrections Industries Act. 

The bureau wants to: 
• Put its operation on a sound fiscal basis. 
• Provide meaningful work for meaningful pay. 
• Teach and develop good work habits. 
• Reduce idleness in prison. 
• Reduce the cost of the operation. 
Revisions of the act would help industries 

become self-supporting - the goal is to be so in five 
years. 

This could be done by opening up the industries 
market to out-of-state customers; by allowing 
non-profit organizations to buy the products; and by 
requiring all state agencies, offices and departments 
to buy industries products if prices and quality are 
comparable to private sources and if the goods can 
be delivered on a timely basis. 

Expanding the market should also allow 
industries to hire more prisoners. The goal is to 
double the number of prisoner-employees to 2,000 

and to increase prisoner wages. 
House Bill 6576 to amend the statute was 

introduced in the Michigan Legislature on June 26, 

1978. 
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MICHIGAN STATE INDUSTRIES-3 LARGEST FACTORIES 
SALES HISTORY 

1,800,000 

1,600,000 

1,400,000 

1,200,000 

(J) 1,000,000 

~ Cl 800,000 
1:1 

600,000 

400,000 

200,000 

o 

INCREASE 
1972·78 353% 

TEXTILE FACTORY 
Avg. Empl. 77 

160 
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Jails 
County jails and city lockups throughout 

Michigan housed about 355,000 adults and 5,000 

juveniles in 1977. During that same period 27 

prisoners committed suicide and another 192 

attempted suicide. There were 74 assaults by 
prisoners on other prisoners; 20 assaults in which 
inmates assaulted staff; 42 fires; 28 escapes and 135 

walkaways. 
The department's Office of Facility Services is 

charged with inspecting all county jails and 
lockups as well as state prisons. Such facilities are 
inspected to ensure compliance with state rules on 
such facilities. These administrative rules, adopted 
in 1975, were being revised in 1978 to include some 
court rulings and because experiences by the Office 
of Facility Services showed that not all existing 
rules were practical or valuable to enforce. 

A total of 119 insp ections were conducted in 
1977. Of those, 54 were county facilities; 50 were 
city lockups and 15 state prison inspections were 
held. In addition, 36 visits were made to county 
jails to inspect food service areas. Staff made 16 
on-site investigations in response to complaints 
about county jails. Plans were reviewed for 25 

county and eight city facilities. 
Assistance in planning for new facilities and in 

remodeling existing jails and lockups is provided 
by this office. In 1977 personnel from this unit 
helped local officials in a number of such projects. 
They included: 

Maxine Kelly 

------- --

• Designing a new Wayne County Jail. 
• Helping Sanilac County analyze its facility. 
• Assisting Gratiot County in planning for 

construction of a new jail with federal funds. 
• Working with Midland County to plan a new 

jail addition. 
• Helping with a major renovation of the Jackson 

County Jail. 
• Consulting with Bay and Washtenaw counties 

in constructing new facilities. 
During 1977 the office completed development of 

extensive training programs for county correctional 
officers. New classes include: Operation Security, 
Admission and Release in the Local Correctional 
Setting, Discipline and Supervision, Emergency 
Procedures, the Corrections Officer's Concern with 
Treatment Programs. These new programs are in 
addition to earlier training programs developed by 
this office. From Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 1977, a 
total of 35 agencies received 9,980 hours of training 
for 366 personnel. Programs ranged from one day 
seminars to two-week programs. During the same 
period, 337 persons took a correspondence course 
from the Federal Bureau of Prisons' Jail Operations. 
Another 229 persons took the Jail Management 
course. 

In 1977 office staff visited 25 county and city 
facilities to gather and assess information obtained 
about the 27 suicides during that year. From this 
information it is hoped that insight can be gained 
about potential suicide victims and how to 
minimize the problem. 
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Probation and Parole 

Parole supervision. How much or how little? 
Should it be the same for everyone or more intense 
for some offenders? 

In 1977 a three~Y'1ar experiment to find the 
answers to these questions was begun in Wayne 
County. 

The experiment was started with an $18,000 grant 
on' Nov. 9 to the department by the National 
Institute of Corrections in Washington, D.C. 

Besides finding out whether supervision levels 
make a difference in parole success or failure, the 
project is expected to give the department 
information on the value of risk categories in 
predicting parole failure and the factors which 
predict parole failure. 

Parole failure is defined as conviction for a new 
offense or return to prison for a technical violation. 

It is anticipated that 1,600 parolees will become 
part of the experiment during the three years it is 
scheduled to run. 

Briefly, the project involves dividing the 
parolees into three groups of differing 
dangerousness and then assigning them re.ndomly 
to some but not all supervision levels. Parolees with 
a classification of very high risk are excluded and 
those with low and very low classifications are 
combined. The three groups, then, are: High, 
medium and low. Parolees are assigned to one 
6f the three risk categories based on a departmental 
evaluation . . 

Each parolee within a risk category is then 
randomly assigned to one of three supervision 
levels - intensive, average or exception. 

Intensive supervision is four contacts a month, at 
least two in person and two collateral. Average 
supervision is two contacts a month, one in person 
and one collateral; those assigned to exception 
reporting must only make a contact every six 
months with the parole office to monitor any 
absconding. 

High risk offenders can only be assigned to 
intensive or average supervision, because of the 
need to protect the public; medium risk offenders 
are assigned to all levels of supervision and low 
risk offenders to average or exception supervision. 
Six months after the initial assignment, the 
supervision level is decreased one step until the 
lowes't level for that risk category is reached. The 
parolee stays at that level for the balance of his 
parole period. 

The importance of this is to find out whether a 
particular risk category does better with a certain 
type of supervision than with another or if there is 
no difference at all. 

Also during 1977 a concentrated effort was made 
to bring parole workloads down to 75 units, and the 
goal was achieved in most locations. It was 
particularly difficult to strike a perfect balance as 
during the same year the parole work load 
increased by over 20 per cent. This necessitated 
opening or expanding new parole offices around 
the state. 

Robert Pingilley 



It was a busy year in parole supervision with 
4,517 new parolees under supervision, up 916 from 
1976. Of the total number of people during the year, 
however, only 12.5 per cent were returned for 
conviction of a new crime. An additional 12 per 
cent were returned as technical violators. The 
number of formal parole revocation hearings 
increased, however, by nearly 50 per cent in 1977 

over the previous year and 95 per cent of those had 
an attorney at their hearing. Most of the attorneys 
were appointed by the state at the violator's request. 

The two-year effort to standardize probation agent 
workloads at 75 units was accomplished, with few 
exceptions. The achievement of this goal and that of 
lowering parole work loads required the tripling of 
field staff. This significant increase in staff led to 
many problems. The timely recruitment of new 
agents and the training of these agents along with 
new supervisory staff and clerical staff was a 
monumental task. The logistics of procuring office 
space, equipment, telephones and supplies added 
many tense moments to the expansion process. To 
add to the many associated problems of expansion 
and change, several judicial circuits started "crash 

. !~,~, ..,.~{ ~", .. ~,""~~ ...... ~,,,.~ ... ~~ 

programs" to reduce the criminal case backlog in 
the court system. With the increase of state staff 
many offices that had mostly county agents 
switched. This switch caused several problems· 
concerning lines of authority and equity in 
workload distribution. 

Experiments in probation continued in 1977 and 
the first half of 1978. 

The Probation Incentive Program (PIP) and 
Mutual Objective Program (MOP) were to complete 
their experimental phase of operations in 1978. 

These projects offered two unique opportunities to 
the courts to encourage the use of probation as an 
alternative to incarceration. Basically, PIP paid the 
participating courts $3,000 for each felony case 
diverted from prison below base commitment rates. 
These monies had to be used to enrich probation 
services in the county. 

MOP involved writing performance contracts 
with the probationer. Funds were provided the 
agent to purchase services for the probationers, 
such as job training, GED testing, counseling, bus 
transportation to work and emergency housing. A 
final evaluation report was due in September, 1978. 

Each of these approaches had measurable successes 
in the interim evaluations in decreasing the 
percentage of convicted felons being sent to prison. 

During 1977, the second year of a three-year 
study comparing workload levels between agents 
was completed. In four judicial circuits probation 
agent workloads were reduced to 50 work units per 
agent compared to the state-wide 75 units. Four 
judicial circuits as near equal in demographic 
characteristics as possible were maintained at 75 

units with no added probation enrichment 
programs. Preliminary results of this test program 
were to be available in late 1978 . 

DeWayne Weaver 
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RESTITUTION AS % OF TOTAL FINES, COSTS AND RESTITUTION COLLECTED FOR 1977 

PerC~nt 
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During 1977, the state and counties combined 
spent soma .$19.7 million for parole and probation 
services. A cost-study showed that state and county 
personnel completed over a half million work units. 
These units included supervision of parole and 
probation cases, pre-sentence investigation and 
other related investigative functions. Probation 
accounted for 85 per cent of the total workload. 
State and county probation agents conducted 
26,166 pre-sentence investigations and supervised 
on the average of 25,744 probation cases. It cost on 
the average $220 to complete a pre-sentence 
investigation. Costs of supervising a parolee or 
probationer for 12 months was $528. 

Probation usage increased in 1977 with a net 
growth of 12.2 per cent. However, during the year a 
substantial shift between investigative and 
supervision work units occurred. Pre-sentence 
referrals declined 15.7 per cent. Over the course of 
the year probation workloads declined by just over 
1 per cent. 

The assessment of court costs, fines and the order 
to pay restitution to the victim of a criminal act are 
often conditions of probation. During 1977, the 
state's felony courts collected $3,223,766 in fines, 
costs and restitution. 

In late 1977, the legislature funded three 
enrichment programs, primarily for the benefit of 
probationers. Project START in Wayne County had 
been operating for two years under a federal grant, 
and the state continued the project for another year 
to provide. adequate time for evaluation. Project 
Transition, a training program for women felons in 
Detroit that has been providing services for prison 
inmates for the past several years, was opened up to 
provide similar services for female probationers. 

The state also funded the Pinto Project, which 
offers services to Latino and American-Indian 
inmates, parolees and probationers in the areas of 
job and family counseling and other assistance. 

Goil Mcnoft 
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Community Corrections 

Despite continued resistance by communities 
toward establishment of halfway houses for 
parole-bound offenders the program managed to 
grow by 39 per cent in 1977 over 1976. 

The average daily count went from 676 in 1976 
to 939.3 in 1977. This is equivalent to having an 
institution with 939 beds, each filled every day of 
the year. The number of prisoners served increased 
from 2,769 in 1976 to 3,369 in 1977. 

40 Jerry D. Williams 

Disciplinary returns, escapes and new felony 
arrests remained fairly consistent, however. 

Little progress was made in acquiring 
Evangeline House in Detroit. The fadlity, on Gass 
Avenue, was to be purchased from the Salvation 
Army for a 100-bed corrections center for men. The 
purchase has been delayed for almost two years 

--------------------------------------------------~ 



because of two suits - one involving the city's 
school desegregation plan and the other, zoning. 
By mid-1978 it appeared that the state would win 
the school district's suit against it. 

The question of zoning depended on the outcome 
of another case in Detroit involving a leased 
corrections center on Pingree Street. If the question 
of zoning were resolved in favor of the state, it was 
felt that Evangeline Hall could be salvaged. 

In other communities i.neluding Ypsilanti and 
Monroe, citiZens objected to existing facilities once 
they were discovered to exist. 

In spite of the increasing population and the 
community record of success in the program, the 
difficulty of acquiring new space remained acute. 

Gross earnings of program participants increased 
more than 75 per cent in 1977 reaching a total of 
$3.4 million. A study of the income distribution 
shows that prisoners paid over $663,000 in taxes, 
$311,000 toward family support and $1,056,000 
toward their own support in 1977. 

Corrections centers continued to be used to house 
some technical parole violators and for selected 
federal prisoners. A total of 83 offenders in these 
groups were served in 1977 with an average daily 
count of 11. 

The state began experimenting in 1977 with 
halfway house placement of some probationers. 
The department requested funds for development 
of the program during the 1978-79 fiscal year. 

The funds were to be used to contract with local 
agencies to house offenders convicted of a 
prisonable offense who need a program more 
structured than standard probation but less 
restri.ctive than prison. 

It was proposed that some funds also be used to 
help qualified agencies strut up live-in programs 

for probationers. 
The department proposed that community 

correction centers be established for probationers 
in all counties with a'jail capacity of 50 or more. It 
was proposed that counties with a prison 
commitment rate about 33 per cent be selected 
during the first year. 

The target population would be first felony 
offenders whose stability in the community is 
sufficiently poor so a prison commitment would 
likely occur, and second felony offenders whose 
first conviction was disposed of through probation, 
jail or both. Members of organized crime, major 
drug dealers and dangerously assaultive offenders 
would normally be excluded from the program. 

By mid-1978 it appeared that the funds would be 
appropriated to test the project for at least one 
year. 
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Outside Forces 

Public interest in treating the convicted felon 
more harshly as a deterrent to others and to control 
crime by ex-offenders continued in 1977. 

In January of that year the state's felony firearm 
legislation went into effect. It mandates at least two 
years in prison for any person convicted of a felony 
while in posession of a firearm. 

The department closely monitored the impact of 
the new law to see how prison population would be 
affected. It believed that if the law seemed to be 
effective in deterring crime that other such 
legislation would be enacted. 

In April of 1978 conflicting accounts of the law's 
effectiveness emerged. The department conducted 
a study showing virtually no impact; other sources, 
including the office of the Wayne County 
prosecutor claimed a significant reduction in the 
number of reported crimes in which weapons were 
involved. 

Otto Bryan 

The department's Program Bureau, which 
analyzed the impact of the firearms legislation, 
said it appeared that about 200 persons would 
come to prison annually under the law who would 
not have been given such a sentence before January . 
of 1977. 

It also said its research showed no observable 
impact on the proportion of felonies in which a 
weapon is used, or the type of weapon. This was 
determined by obtaining presentence and sentence 
information for every person in the state sentenced 
for a felony during two sample periods: One 
two-week period in 1976 (before the gun law was 
in effect) and one two-week period in late 1977. 

During the period in 1976 a total of 683 persons 
were sentenced for felony crimes; in 1977 the 
number totaled 539. Of the 1976 sentences 10.7 per 
cent had a firearm in possession and in 1977 the 
proportion reached 12 per cent. 

The apparent difference between the 
department's statistics and those of Wayne County 
apparently came because the department's sample 
was of felony convictions and was statewide but 
covered only a two-week period. The Wayne 
County information involves only reported crimes 
and covers only that county, but for the entire year. 

Petitions were circulated in 1977 and 1978 to 
collect enough signatures for an initiative 
referendum that would eliminate good time on the 
minimum sentences for felons convicted of about 
80 different crimes. Sufficient signatures were 
gathered, and the citizens of Michigan were 
expected to vote on the issue in November, 1978, 

general election. 



The department opposes passage of any law 
eliminating good time but has long supported 
simplification of the good time law. 

The petition for the initiative referendum was 
felt by the department and others to be carelessly 
drafted in that it said good time would be removed 
for crimes of violence but left out felonious assault 
and included possession of burglary tools. 

It was believed that the amendments, if adopted 
in November, would prevent some crimes but, at 
enormous cost, and not as efficiently as other 
programs currently in operation in the state. 

The department expressed concern at the 
possible financial impact of such amendments. It 
estimated that they might eventually cause a 
population increase of more than 4,000 prisoners 
and the need for about seven new prisons. 

Department officials also expressed concern with 
the possible effects on prisoner morale and 
behavior. 

Good time is an incentive for good behavior in 
prison and is used for this purpose in every 
correctional system in the United States. Without 
it, prison employees face greater risks on the job 
from prisoners who have lost incentive for staying 
out of trouble while incarcerated. 

Four new laws went into effect in 1978 creating 
harsher penalties for drug dealers. They were: 

Act 147 of the Public Acts of 1978: This 
legislation requires mandatory life imprisonment 
for possession or conspiracy to possess 650 or more 
grams of opiate narcotics or cocaine, 20 to 30 years 
for 225 to 650 grams, and 10 to 20 years or 
irrevocable probation for life for 50 to 225 grams. 
Sentences may not be suspended and cannot run 
concurrently with a prison sentence for another 
felony. Additionally, cocaine was added to the list 
of drugs for which an adult, giving or selling to a 
person under 18 years of age, may be fined up to 
$25,000 and/or imprisoned up to 40 years. 

Act 80 of the Public Acts of 1978: This legislation 
limits good time to five days per month for 
individuals sentenced to prison for major narcotic 
offenses. This legislation was a companion 
measure to Public Act 147 and provides the good 
time limitation for individuals sentenced pursuant 
to that act. 

Rubin Smith 
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Act 77 of the Public Acts of 1978: This legislation 
is also a companion measure to Public Act 147 and 
provides that individuals sentenced to mandatory 
prison terms pursuant to Public Act 147 would not 
'be eligible for parole or suspended sentence. 
Additionally, the mandatory sentences would run 
consecutively with other prior sentences, and such 
persons would be exempt from special provisions 
provided for first offenders or youthful offenders 
between the ages of 17 and 20. 

Act 81 of the Public Acts of 1978: This legislation 
is also a companion measure to Public Act 147 

and eliminates parole for individuals sentenced to 
prison for major controlled substance offenses as 
defined in Public Act 147. It also provides that 
offenders sentenced pursuant to PA 147 are not 
eligible for release after ten calendar years under 
the Lifer Law. 

Other significant new laws passed in 1977 and 
effective in 1978: 

Act 16 of the Public Acts of 1978: This legislation 
provided for reimbursement to counties which hold 
department prisoners who have escaped, not 
returned pursuant to agreement, or violated t."I1e 
terms of parole. Reimbursement is limited to actual 
and reasonable cost not to exceed $20 per day, and 
does not apply to the holding of pri~oners awaiting 
prosecution on new felony charges. 

Act 118 of the Public Acts of 1977: This 
legislation provided the appropriation necessary 
for the acquisition of the St. Augustine Seminary. 
The seminary was renovated and opened July 17, 

1978 as the Michigan Dunes Correctional Facility. 
The facility has a designed capacity of 396. 

Act 164 of the Public Acts of 1977: This 
legislation makes it a felony for a prisoner to be in 
control, or possession, of any weapon or other 
implement which may be used to injure any 
prisoner or person, or in assisting any prisoner to 
escape from punishment. 

In addition, the department hoped for passage of 
several major pieces of legislation before the end of 
1978. They were: 

House Bill 6105: This legislation is designed to 
create more flexibility in effecting the transfer of 
mentally ill and mentally retarded prisoners from 
the Department of Corractions facilities to the 
Department of Mental Health facilities for intensive 
treatment. The bill defines the responsibilities of 
both departments, and sets forth standards and 
procedures for the departments and the Probate 
Court to make decisions as to proper placement of 
such prisoners. The bill is currently in the House 
Appropriations Committee. 

House Bill 5695: The intent of this legislation is 
to amend the Administrative Procedures Act of· 
1969 to exempt disciplinary hearings held by the 
Department of Corrections from certain 
requirements of the Act. Sections of the 
Administrative Procedures Act requested for 
exemption are those which clearly exceed rights 
provided to prisoners by the Supreme Court in the 
landmark case of Wolff v McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539 

(1974). The department's administrative hearing 
process is in compliance with the requirements of 
Wolff v McDonnell. 



House Bill 5819 and 6260: These bills are 
similar, in that they would amend the escape 
statute MCLA 750.193 by describing standards for 
the use of duress or necessity as a defense to escape 
prosecution. Duress would be a defense to escape 
only when all of the following factors are 
established: 

a. A specific threat of death, forceable sexual 
attack, or substantial bodily injury in the 
immediate future; 

b. No time for complaint to authorities or 
opportunity to resort to the court; 

c. No force or violence was used towards prison 
personnel or other innocent persons in the 
escape; 

d. The prisoner immediately reported to proper 
authorities when he/she obtained a position 
of safety. 

This bill was in the House Judiciary Committee. 
House Bill 5732: This legislation would permit 

single member Parole Board hearings. It would 
also amend statutory language so the Parole 
Eligibility Report could be prepared by 
institutional staff rather than the warden. 
Legislation is necessary to provide the Parole 
Board with the flexibility needed to meet its 
responsibilities for timely interviews and decisions. 
Additionally, the current statutory language could 
be interpreted by the courts to require parole 
interviews to be conducted by the full board. 

Another outside force affecting incarcerated 
felons was the settlement in 1977 of a lawsuit 
involving good time for persons serving sentences 
under the habitual offender statutes. 

The Michigan Court of Appeals said on Sept. 7, 

1977: 

"A prisoner sentenced under the habitual 
offender statute may not be released on parole 
prior to the expiration of the calendar year 
minimum sentence imposed by the court without 
the written consent of the sentencing judge or his 
successor. " 

Anyone in prison serving time under the 
habitual offender statute as of Feb. 6, 1978, must 
serve his or her calendar minimum unless the 
sentencing judge gives his or her written approval 
for an earlier parole. 

Roger Stephenson 
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Internal Operations 

The department's operating budget grew 
substantially in 1977-78, and funds for 
construction also were increased. 

Funds totaling $124.6 million were approved for 
expenditure during the 1977-78 fiscal year by Gov. 
William G. Milliken. 

This was $45.8 million more than was originally 
appropriated for the 1976-77 fiscal year and $34 

million more than the estimated total expenditures 
for the 1976-77 fiscal year. 

Of the total budget, $121.9 million came from the 
state's general fund and $2.6 million from federal 
funds. 

Of the budget, $9.2 million was earmarked for 
expenses involving housing prisoners beyond 
14,184 by 1,150. 

At the time of this writing it appeared that the 
department would have a $150 million operating 
budget for the 1978-79 fiscal year. If approved, it 
would mean about $12 million more than the 
department spent in the 1977-78 fiscal year. 

In that same fiscal year the department was 
authorized to spend $20.6 million for new 
construction, remodeling and the purchase of new 
facilities. Inc1.uded in this total: $7.1 million for the 
Michigan Dunes Correctional Facility; $3.5 million 
for security perimeter and renovations at the 

Kinross Correctional Facility; $6 million for the 
purchase and renovation of the Women's Division 
of the Detroit House of Correction and surrounding 
land. (As of this writing negotiations for purchase 
of this property were underway with the City of 
Detroit.) Also included was $1.2 million for special 
maintenance projects at various prisons. 

Work continued on developing the department's 
internal management information system. Progress 
was slow due primarily to the bidding and 
equipment selection process. By July 1, 1978, 

however, the department's first mini-computer was 
installed. 

Because of the opening of the new prisons and 
expansion of field service staff, the number of 
department employees increased steadily also. In 
January, 1977, there were 3,463 employees and by 
January, 1978, that number had risen to 4,482. 

Although the department did not reach its 
affirmative action goal, it did better than many 
other state agencies. 

The department got a pat on the back from Gov. 
Milliken in his State of the State Message to the 
Legislature in January. 

In discussing affirmative action activities among 
the various state departments, Milliken said: "One 
department in particular, the Department of 
Corrections, has made remarkable progress in 
aggressively implementing this policy and in 
dispelling many of the myths which have in the 
past hampered effective affirmative action." 

In January, 1978, minorities made up 13.5 per 
cent of the department's total work force. The 
department's goal is 15 per cent. 



---------

APPENDIX 
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State Corrections at a Glance ... 
the who, what, where and why 

The Department's 
Responsibilities: 

All adults convicted of felonies in Michigan who 
are sentenced to a prison term of more than one 
year come into the state's prison system which is 
under the direction of the Michigan Department of 
Corrections. 

Many convicted felons are not, however, sent to 
prison. Instead, they are supervised in the 
community through a system called probation. 
Probation services for felons are provided by the 
department and by the various felony courts in 
Michigan's counties. 

Convicted felons who have served a specific 
amount of time in prison can be, if eligible, placed 
back into the community through a system called 
parole. Parole is a period of supervision prior to 
full release from the state's correctional system. 
This function, too, belongs to the Michigan 
Department of Corrections. 

Juvenile corrections is a function of the Michigan 
Department of Social Service. 

Roger Stephenson 

The Structure: 
The Michigan Department of Corrections is one 

of the 19 principal state departments established 
under the Executive Organization Act of 1965. Its 
responsibilities are defined in Act 232 of the Public 
Acts of 1953. 

Final responsibility for operation of the 
department rests with the five-member Corrections 
Commission, whose members are appointed by the 
Governor, with advice and consent of the state 
Senate. 

S. Laal Allen 
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The department's director is appointed by the 
Commission and serves at its pleasure. This 
individual has full power and authority in the 
supervision and control of the department's affairs 
and is its chief administrative officer. 

Beneath the director are the following bureaus: 

Bureau of Correctional Facilities, responsible for 
the care and custody of all institutionalized felons. 
It is in charge of prison operations, including the 
reception and classification process, treatment and 
transfer and inspection and evaluation of 
correctional facilities. It is responsible for the 
department's work-pass program. Its Office of 
Facility Services offers training and technical 
assistance to staff of county and city jails and 
municipal lockups. It also has the authority to set 
and enforce rules regulating these units. 

Bureau of Field Services is responsible for state 
probation and parole services and operation of the 
community corrections program. It also 
coordinates existing county and local programs 
and administers the Interstate Compact. It provides 
advisory services to local agencies in matters 
relating to corrections, maintains liaison with 
courts of the state, handles departmental 
employment investigations and performs 
community liaison work. It is in charge of the 
issuance of warrants for parole violators and 
assists in their apprehension. 

Bureau of Administrative Services is in charge of 
budget preparation and fiscal control, facilities 
planning, data systems and information, 
operations research and maintenance of files on 
inmates. The department's central personnel office 
also is in this bureau. 

Bureau of Programs develops and evaluates 
corrections programs; plans new facilities, 
long-range programs and projects; and develops 
and prepares requests for federal grants. 

Bureau of Prison Industries or Michigan State 
Industries, manages 12 manufacturing and service 
functions in three state prisons. It operates through 
a revolving fund provided by the state Legislature. 

The Michigan Parole Board, a separate entity 
within the department, has the authority to grant, 
deny or rescind paroles. Its members are appointed. 
by the Corrections Commission but are under the 
state's Civil Service system. 

The Office of Health Care directs all health care 
services for the department and operates an 
in-patient psychiatric services unit. 



Court 
Dispositions 

The A tables represent data 
supplied to the Michigan 
Department of Corrections by all 
Michigan Circuit Courts and Detroit 
Recorder's Court. The chart covers 
all prisonable offenses handled by 
the courts during calendar year 
1977. 
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PRORATION REGIONS 
AND D1STRlcrs 

Region I Tolals 
, 'I)i itecorders Court 

62 Wayne Counly 

lI.eslon U Tolals 
"'06 Oakland 

16 Macomb 
"'22 WasJ1lenaw 

, ~.! ~I, C;;ia!r 
35 ShiowBssce 

,~,8 M,o,J.lt!l~ 
39 Lenawce 
'~ !,.lvlpgslol' 
07 Genesee 
ill, SBS!paw 
18 Day 
24 H"1'on, S~nilac 

."_~ 40 L~p;;~, Tu~c~lo 
_ R.glp!! Ul Tot.als 

01 Hillsdale 
, tl,2 ilerrien, 

04 Jackson 
, 05 lfarry, Ealon 
09 Kalamazoo 

,,!~J1.r~!!,~~ 
30 Ingham 

~!! y""",lI}!rel' 

45 SI. Joseph 
'1]!i~!on!~L M,,!ntc~im: 

14 Muskegon 

jlJ<!i~t" 
20 Ottawa 

TOT. PRIS. 

21,5Q1 

10,386 
8,271 
2,115 

4,90S 
1,368 

492 
700 

19~ 
68 

28? 
177 
81 

581 
415 
307 

8S' 

153 

5,058 
47 

333 
583 
202 
501 

1,!3 
541 
145 
391) 

11:.1, 
94 

163 
435 
till,5 

8,045 

4,237 
3,527 

710 

1,840 2,712 
528 763 
219 249 
231 385 
85 112 
22 36 
92 l~8' 
41 116 
29 4.9 

280 277 
'1'15 'I7ll 

84 220 
23 6~ 
51 82 

1.,692 
13 

143 joo 
274' '292 

:iii 144 
l7!i 271 
~,~ 31 

15:'" 296 
s'i, ~" 45' 

133 227 
~2, 50 
36 33 
71 iiii' 

1'12 

2.'16 

138 33.6 

354 37.5 
77 38.8 
24 44.5 
84 33.0 
14 3·\'6 
10 32.4 
" 32.1 

19 
sf "35.7 

7 39.1 
93 28.1 
43 39.1\ 
30 34.1 

~! Z:M 

TO TOTALS GROUP A 

'AIL ,An. 
PROS. FINE TOT. PRIS. PRon. FINE 

56/1 

57.8 
57.7: 
59.9 

55,3 
-55.8 
50.6 
55.0 
58.6 
52.9 
tl5.5 
65.5 
60.5 

"47.1 

41~1' 
'71.7 

720,1 
53:'6 
54.0 
66.0 
55.9 

5.9 11,780 

1.4 8,050 
.1 '6;9Oli 

'6.5 1;148 

1,2 1,54). 
5.6 387 
4,\1. 137 

12.0 235 
7,3 56 

14.7 31 
2.4 118 

11.3 "81 
3:; 23 

':111'.1 

13.1 

12.5 

'119 
100 
37 
55 

1,7Dl 
Ii 
96' 

142 
ii5 

'131 

31 
183 
39 

107 
51 

3,015 8,335 

2,669 5,301 
2,44, ' 4,450' 

222 851 

171 1,aM 
25 339 
17 118 
26 181 

'1 49 
22 

19 97 
7 51 
.. in 

36 139 
11 94 

5 95 
i 36 

44 

135 1,374 
16 

14 '82 
4 134 

58" 
11 102 
9 Zl 
'9 126 
827: 

10 94 
4 38 
8 24 
'6 39 

410 ,882 

86 204 
11. 
75 204 

86 847 
23 165 

2 63 
28 115 

:h 
2' 9 

2 '48 
13 
io 

7 47 
14' 61 

46 
22 
'27 

192 768 
, 6 

65 
4" 57 

321 
18 '82 
i 'i 

28' 85 
'9' '25' 
'3 74' 

, Ii 19 

GROUI' II GROUP t' GROUP U 

JAil. JAil. JAil, 
l'IUS. l'IUlIl. FlNI, TOT. l'RIS. I'ROIl. nNE TOT. I'RIS. PROII. nNE 

35 

27 

27 

140 
30 
13 
24 

" 
15 
'19 
13 

" o 
161 

2 
24 

8 
~ 

'14 

i 
13 

~ 
20 
3 
7 
i 

162 

466 
132 
47 
81 
13 

38 
10 
iii 
29 
31 
35 
18 
15 

493 

40 
49 

59 
5 

59 
13 
48 
Ii 
4 

15 ' 
55 

" 68' 

194 

15 

15 

41 
3 
iI 

10 
4 
2 

1 

3 
11 

114 

557 
168 
260 
8& 
15 
96 
87 
25 

210 
'147 
120' 

2a 
62 

21 
113 
190 
69 

211 
21 

280 
57 

138 
18 
22 
41' 

200 

815 
242 
84 

113 
32; 

4 
46 
25 
8 

1'18 

6S: 
33 
15 
27 

687 
8 

58 
76 
19 
85 
11 
66 
25' 
38 
ii 
11 
10 

2,il68 

217 

217 

850 
272 
71 

108 
48 

7 
46 
48 
'iii 

'78 

41 
84 

8 
23 

804 
11 
62 

102 
38 

105 
5 

98 
8 

82 .. 
5 

25 
81 
'86' 
25 
1 

585 3,443 

41 1,668 
1,303 

41 005 

193 860 
43 259 
1:1 124 
39 90 
8 2ii 
4 13 
4 27 

14 16 
1 23 

14 142 
38 88 

12 

39 
4 

282 816 

59 
12 194 
12 17 
21 77 

5 " 44 85 
24 24 
18 71 
3' 5 
6 13 

'0' 58 
27 82 
82 108 
-6 1 

2 3 
, '2 '3 

'2 G 
"·1' 
---4" - .. '0 

2,848 

1,341 
t,080 

261 

714 
231 
105 

68 
21 
11 
io 

17 
111 

77 
33 

709 

47 
186 
14 
69 
4 

'64 

20 
65 
4 

10 
54: 
49 

506 

320 
283 

37 

112 
20 
ja 
15 

2 

., 
4: 

31 
7 

61 

12 
7 
l' 

13 
2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

l' 

89 

34 
o 
8 
7 
2. 
.:! 

4 

46 

8 
2 
3 
1 

1 

12 
3 

--, -~-~ - , _____ ........ 4'--______________ .. __ ~ ..... _______ _ .. 



r 
I 
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Table A.l, Continued 

Table A·l gives the total number of cases handled by each court and the 
disposition whether it is prison, probation or a jail sentence. The percentage 
columns show the percentages of dispositions that were prison sentences, 
probation, or jail terms. The remaining columns provide a breakdown of the 
type of offender receiving the sentence. 

Group A-No prior prison term, juvenile probation only or one jail term. 

Group B-Juvenile record, multiple jail terms or one term of adult probation. 

Group C-Multiple probation terms, probation violators or prior prison 
terms. 

Group D-Insititutional resident, escapees, parole violators with new 
sentence and serious felons. 

53 
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A-2 CRIMINAL COURT DISPOSITIONS FOR THE YEAR 1977 
OFFENSES AND TYPE OF DISPOSHION 
INCLUDES ATTEMPTS 

OFFENSE 
TOTAL 

MAXIMUM CASES 

Table A-2, continued on next page 



Table A·2, continued 

OFFENSE 
TOTAL 

MAXIMUM CASaS 

Table A-2, continued on next page 55 



Table A.2, continued 

OFFENSE 

'o(buildiilg trust act 
Emlbe2~le prop belODgto selt Be uthers 

1'·~ .. "C:_~'"'''~~_·_''1 _ -Wilfully'swear falsely" 

ubslriu'! ct' .~unserva~un ufficer 

violatlOll or 
~a.licIIUll!; \"1,esb~clti()n ofliddg" 

murtgagEid"p'~up ov~r'$iOO .. 
~_·:~~~~~~~}d·~~:~~~~~~~,~·eiu~(~~·e:'XPlo8ives . . , .... . . "'of pistul 

. vehfcl,," code ' Viol . --. unlaWful .. use .. ·, 
ancf"compeUliig'b"r'iomarry- - -

MAXIMUM 

1 
"itf"· 

4 .. 
10 

4 
1 

10 

4 
5 

15 
4 
2 

1'0 

5 
2 
8 

Life 
i5 
i 

10 
10 

.. 

1 
4 
5 
5 
:1 
0 
4 
3 

10 
15 

2 
0 

i5 
2 
2 
2 
i 
2 

.. :!{i .. , 
1 

Life 

TOTAL 
CASES 

3 
3 
3 .' 

3 
"a'" 
3 
i 
2 
2 
2 

2' 
2 
2 
2 
.2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
:1 
1 
i 
1 
i 
1 
i 
1 
i 
1 
1 

-,~. 

1 
:( 

1 
1 
1 
1 

JAIL NOT 
PROBATION FINE REPORTED 

1 1 1 
.-.-~. -.-'~.~.--~ 

3 

l '2 
3 
3 

1 2 
'''z'''' 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

«. 

1 .1 .... .. , 

2 
1 1 

2 
1 1 

2 
1 1.. 
1 1 
2 
2 .. 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1. 
1 

i 
1 

1 
1 
1 

.. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 

'''1 ... 
-,--.. ~ --,_. 

1 
-.~ .. ~ .. ~ --,- ~-. 

1 ... 
1 
1 

56 Table A·2 represents the cuurt dispusitiuns in urder uf frequency by cumpiled law. This chart includes thuse sentenced as attempts. 



A-3 CRIMINAL COURT DISPOSITIONS FOR THE YEAR 1977 
BREAK OUT OF DISPOSITIONS TRIED AS ATTEMPTS 

OFFENSE 
JAIL NOT TOTAL 

MAXIMUM CASES PROBATION FINE REPORTED 

!'!,s'!J.4 
4 898 

1.9 .. I}!!I} 

.--" 1,5;1.7 . 
150 
262 

3.,3.6.* __ 
551 

. .4~~. 
5 413 62 324 19 

.' 

.~ 
5 
5 

14 
2 

Life 
7 
5 
4 
2 

. f 
10 is . 
10 
20 Life .... 

'i.!!~. 
14 
4 
5 
4 
4 

lS' 
2 

15 
4 

;tIL 
5 

398 7~. _ ~~7 
275 102 126 
252 46 .1,5.3 
232 62 151 
227 '49' . "162 
173 13733 
165 6i" 94 
135 
iii 
106 

!HI 
84 
81 
63 
61 
57 
53 .' 

50 
46. 

28 
19 
28 

i 
25 
35 
16 
19 
47 
26 
15 

.0 ...... :l .. 
46 11 
4's 17 
43 6 
'41 
3'8' 5' 
37 . 1S 

"36 if . 
.-~~. 

28 27 

91 
81 
62 

·.~lL . 
50 
44 
39 
34 

5 
'2if' 
27 
38 
28 
)0- . 
30 
29 
25 
19 
24 

~.l.;!:"_ 

.... _.f.: 27 "'!' . .. 1!. 
21 2 27 

.);~e.~ ... ~L._ .. !i. 
4 26 5 

...... j ._~_~_ ..... .1L 

10 23 

.~.() ... -- ~.~~. 

11 
17 

... 1.& 

40 
... ~fi· ...... 

14 
"ii 

1 
6 

11 s-
8 

:f~. 
6 

6 
4 

4 
2 
4 
8 
5 

· .... t· ..... _ ... -C-" 

'1" 
8 
3 
5 

Table A.3, continued on next page 57 



Table A-3, continued 

COMPILED 
LAWS OFFENSE 

TOTAL JAIL NOT 
MAXIMUM CASES PRISON PRODA TION FINE REPORTED 

58 Table A-3 breaks out persons sentenced for attempted crimes under the compiled laws. This chart also is in order of frequency. 



A-4 CRIMINAL COURT DISPOSITIONS 1973-1977 

TOTAL # OF CASES 

Table A-4 is a bar chart showing the court dispositions for a five-year period using the three dispositions: Pril'lon, probation and jail. 59 
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Prison 
Commitments 

The B tables represent data 
collected on persons committed to 
the Michigan Department of 
Corrections. 





, . .. ~~~nj!~nl, J!1U~ _ f~lony 
H81!1,I)lal,~ril!1""akthlr.tM9-'!Y_ 
Bank safe or vault, rohbery 
~_~I!!!lt8L~Jiii\'i""o.DH~fo!,y,' ., .,,' 
Use explosive with Inlenl 10 deslroy, Injure 

,~~i!iiiitiJi!!it~ l!!'~~d4l>i,~iiii~: ~ ~: -
Narc drug, unlawful sale, distr, mrr 

~i!D!:DI';i,l\, {.y~il!iJgJiQl!i!:~ ", ,'-,-
,Exlo,!lon, 
,p~! .. ..<!~r!l!g" ",' . • 
Bro.k .nd enler occ. d!,,~ning 

'~a~~ed 
M.nlol .... glll~r 

.!!~!!L"'9J\~~~\', ~!'~!l~gt:!"! 
Cr~minal sexual conduct,_ 3rd degree 
A~~!!'J! I" ..01., !ID.8r!i~C! ' , 
Perjury 
Place .expl.byprop, w/inl disCiig, 
Sodomy 
Perjury - .. iil'ull~ swear rais,efi ' 
Uttorlng .nd publishing 
'Forgery of records 
Break . 8n(f-;nte~ - . 

!-!!rceny ~,m a l!.e!SlIn' 
Ass.ult less Ih.n nlUrder 
'A"auil with Inlenllo com';;lt~iimlnal 

c:.~qd.,,,£I,, , 
prelense 10 defraud 

)lural!lg~9,!iijli. !!l,aLJI~p.erl'Y. ,_ 
Drunk driving - third ofTense 

~1!~'l!P''!!(.~m~~.~~\~.rne!ll ~ge.n'J ~~rv.i~. 
cmplo.yc~! oyer $100 
~8!1JI.j:~!i"';i!.. ~~m. .• "\i~mY_.9t' ' 
gross indecency 
PoS~es.!o!,,:~f~,!,!8!~r. ~!"o.i~ . , . 
Assault wilh lnlenl 10 maim 
PossesSion of a sloieri 'auio 

, :';~::;~t:l;~~~~~:~:iny-::,: 
Torlure by parenl or gu.rdlan 
Non:nIi'!' .1I·u8!. uni~wrui •. al., dlsl" 
H.Uucin, unl.wful •• 10, dlstr and mfr 

.';c~p.. Ei.trllS~~ '"riL~o!,ers. ' 
stolen 

15 
is 
15 
15, iii 
15 88 

!(; 1.~ 
15 3 

15 1 
15 
15 



... ,. 
a 





B·2 5 YEAR COMPARISON OF COMMITMENTS BY AGE FOR MEN 

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-up 

B-2 is a five-year age comparison of men at the time of commitment. The chart chows a drop in the rate of commitment for 15-24 year 63 
old men. 
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B·3 RACIAL COMPARISON OF MALE COMMITMENTS 1968·1977 

NON WHITE 

D-3 is a 10-year racial composition comparison of male commitments. The graph shows a large 1977 increase in non-white 
commitments while the rate of white commitments declined. 



B·4 1977 COMMITMENTS BY TYPE 

Technical Violator 
of Probation - ... ..--

6.2% 

Escape With 
New Sentence 

1.5% 

Nllw Cpl1Ullitments . 
S'UI'i'!I. 

B·4 is a pie chart representing the 1977 commitment types by percentages. 

B·5 COMMITMENTS FOR TIlE TIlREE MAJOR CRIME AREAS 
1971·1977 

Total Commitments 
7,071 

This chart represents only those 
persons committed with a new 
sentence it does not include 545 
persons ret'Jrned as technical 
parole violators 

8.5 shows a comparison of commitments by the three major crime categories. The chart shows a decreasing trend in property crimes 
and an increase in crimes against persons and in violation of narcotics laws. 65 
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B-6 FEMALE COMMITMENTS 1977 

Larceny from a building 
Uttering and publishing
Robhery, armed 
Manslaughter 
Murder, liecond degree 
Narcotic 'drugs, unlll\vful sale, mfg. dist. 
Narcoijc drugs, possession of 
Non' narcotic 'drug, unlwful sale, mfg. dist. 
'Larceny over· $100 
Assault to rob,' armed 
ReceIv;ng stolen property 
Forgery 'of records .' 
Larceny from a person 
Assault less than' murder 

~-··o;::;~:::·,"~,-r.·"1 Checlcs wlo suffiCient' funds or accl. 

750.414 
800.285 
750.199A 
750.377A 
750.73· 
Z5~.213. 
750.74 

'257.625 

Fe(oilious' assault 
Maojuana, unlawful. sale, dist. 

... ..' . concealed weapon 
Murder, fn-st aegi:ee 
-Burning a'dwelIiDg house 
Br<ealltillig. and entering, occupied dweIting 

pretense'to defraud . 
'or use of .credit c'ards 

Robbery, unarmed 
Kidnapping 
criminal sexual conduct 2nd degree 
careless use of firearms 
Ati. embezzlement, agency employee~ over $100 
Attempted violation of drug law 
~Escape from prison .. . 
Haliitual criminal 2nd felony 
Assault with intent to commit murder 
Larceny from .motor vehicle or trailer 
Aid' in' escape or rescue of prisoner 
Forge or alter 'credit cards 
Gross indecency 
Theft of credit cards 
ubAA without intent to steal 
transporting drugs into prison 
Absconding or forfeiting bond 
Malicious destruction of property over $100 
Burning· other real property' . 
Extortion 
Burning of personal property 
Drunk driving 3rd offense 
Fradulent device to obtain relief 

B·6 is a listing of female commitments by crime type and frequency. 

105 
46 
45 
21 
19 
19 
17 
10 

9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 

7 
7 
7 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1. 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1. 
1 

1 



Prisoners 

The C tables present 
information on the total prison 
population. The charts show such 
items as the crimes for which 
inmates are incarcerated, the racial 
composition of the prisons and 
prisoner movement during the year. 
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C-l MICIDGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
1977 YEAR END RESIDENT POPULATION 
OFFENSES IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 

Offense Population 

Chart C·l. Continued on next page 



C-l, Continued 

Compiled Law No. Offense 

,_~~b~co.nlli,ng o.r .. .F:o!i~itil!g, ~ond 
Malicious Destruction of Property Over. $100 
'1iUI:PJng'ofPeI:lionaLi'roperty" . ,.... 
R!lsisti.n.gorPil~tru(;ting Offii;er, 
A,tttlIDpt Jo.l!;l1!}lez~ltll,Ag~n,\ $1l~GI} E1J1ployeil QYI}~, $19\l 
Enter Vending Machine 
~Jti'g!!gent'H'~I1liCid~ .. ,._ 
Drunk Driving - 3rd Offense 

'iiossessionof Bll!slar!l fools 
P,erillry. ' .". _ .. , . 
TrlUl~pol'ling. D~ug!linto Prison 
Common-law Offense- No Express Penalty 

, -II!!!;lllf!o'~iI!Qi U~tl<;i':~ltii GM!J~' . 
Narcotics, Sale of 
. A~c~p(EainiDi~,'of 'ProstitUte 
Jail Break Armed 
MaliCious Destruction of House, 'Barn or other Building 
Attempt'io CommifMurder .. 
Possession oTStolen-Auto .'" .. 
NarcotIcs, Unlawfuip'ossession 

-4~!l{lmrlij <;:'ii~!r.i!, :ril.lgi!y'· 
Leaving Scene of Personal Injury Accident 
Attempted Gross indecency Between MaIe and Female 
Larceiiyby False Persoi;ation . . -,. , 
A"alfdous'DestriiCifon o(Aiiliiiills 
. F~foniou~ Driving ..... , ., " . 

'1Js~ E~p!~sIve'W!th-Intent '':o»estioy o~ injure 
Pandering 
T~~re'6YPareni., or Guardia!' ' 
Assault With Intent to Maim 

, , ',M~rijli~_aJP~iri~~tlon, \0 Minf!!s 
Uttering Counterfeit Notes 

'RelIef, FrauilUlennjeVice'to'{16talri 
'-F~;g;~'Aft~; '~~'C~~nt~;feit 'Cr~diiCards 
~.~k~i~.ii:!lY ':QI1Jy~~fuit~, "', • .. . 

. __ ''' _ Offense by Sexually Delinquent 
·~)i!!'gI~ __ ~illi~~ii~!~~~".-.--.~~ ., __ . 

Place Explosives With Intent to Damage 
-'--.--::-,~, '_:~ ~ ~J~l!t~~-~li!~~!Y.~~~'i.~~ie!tY-=~[i!!.I.ttel1(io'DI~tItar$~-

Perjury, Willfully Swear Falsely "'·'---jlice;ii'----.. · ------ .. ----------............ " "----' ... - ... -----.-- ,---' 

... " ---- ·-p~;Ss-C-;;unierleftNoi,;s-W .. ithInienCto-iitler 
-,-,~ -.--'-~~-', -:-- '--POSSessi()'jt,'of"'a-Bomb-'-~-"~~--"'~'--" --'.- '_.-. ..,--"- --"--'- - '_.' 

.,~~ ~--~----., '"'-"¥~~- --M;nufactUre"--o'rPossessio-n"of~~ 

C-l shows all prisoners by offenses for which they are currently serving time listed in the order of frequency. 

Population 

. ... .:10. ... __ , 
___ .. _1,Q .. , __ ., '". __ 

~,Q_.u ... _ ...... _ 
9 

.. - -'--"-~---"~-~ 

IJ 
8 ,,-. "",----- .-.~.- -.-
j! ... -

. .. ,.8 ... _" 
, .... 1 __ ... _,._, 

. __ ,.!i .... , ______ , 
._.5.~ .. 

4 
4 
4 

, -4'-'--
- .. - ---,.~-- .. -.--' 

3 
3 
3 

----.... if""'-' 
3 

3 

3 
.. _,. .... - ---.. ,.~--------

2 
2 

2 
_. _.~~ __ 'M~~~.~_~'-"_~ 

_2~ __ ",,_,~ 
2 

2 

1 
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C-2 CRIMES FOR WHICH FEMALE FELONS 
ARE SERVING A SENTENCE 
DECEMBER 31, 1977 

Compiled Law No. 
'rolal 

Offense 

Larcen:Y--FromliBuilding
--Rob6i'iry; Ariiied--~--------
-Murder; seconil Degree'--

---Ufferirig-a:ji(I1'iii6lisliihi~'-- -- ------- -- .. '",----------------
. Mans)llugh'ter-' ,- > ~ .. _"_.- .--~ _u -, •• + h._~ ~.- r.·· ~ -- -"_. -_ •• A --,-- - •• --------.~ ••• --~- _ ••• 

. -Niiri;oticDi'iigs~·UD.laWfiirSaJe-:-~anufaaure;-Djstii6utihn--------- - ---
'Assault to Roh, -Armed---<- -___c. -.----

. -Miirder;F'irsCOegree' ,- -----,-- ------ - -------.. --- - ---
-Narcotic Drugs, -PosS-essionof 
-Ifrealdiig Ilnu-Enteriiig--- -
. Assault- Less Than' Muriler 

- Forgery-oniecords- -- - -' 
NonNarcotic Drug-s, Unlawful Sale; Manufiibtl.lre;Dislribut'{on 

-·EscapeFrom-Pi-isoli-----· -'. ----
Larceny From -a Person---L"arceny-Over -$100 -, ,._-_ ... ~- --~;- -- , 
'ReceivingStole-nProperly -

-. Carrjing-ConceaJiid-Wiillpon 
Robbery;-Uu'armed' .. 

-. Maiifuana;-Unlawfulsale;-fiistrlbutlon ------. 
~ FelolilousAssallir------· .- '--"-' 
-:Fiilsii-Piiitinseto]jiifrau:d - --- ._----------_._._--.---. 
. checks Withi:llltSuffident Funds or -Account 

.. "Sate -aruse-of' criiuifcards" - . 
Burning··ilDweIlillg -House 

..... --- -ASsaiilrWith~litlenf f(itomijiirMuriler"--~ 
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70 C-2 shows the crimes for which women are currently serving sentences. These numbers are also included in Table C-l. 
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C·4 MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
POPULATION BY FACILITY, SEX AND YEAR {1968-1977} 

GRAND TOTAL IONIA TRAIN. MAR. MUS· CASS CAMP 
DATE TOTAL MALES R&GC SPSM REF. UNIT QUETTE MIPC KEGON LAKE PROG. DIIC CORR.C RES.II. RES.n. 

tOfl8 7~743 7,548 538 3,770 1,071 462 653 227 ?9f1 2Q n. 195 ~80 7 
11,189 617 4,082 1,180 475 771 205 7110 28 51 220 218 2 

0,870 808 4,139 1,230 604 724 256 1,055 6 SO 200 202, 7 
9,291 784 4,238 1,263 717 776 260 1,097 40 116 250 244 12 

8,259 656 3,806 1,068 674 728 209 969 28 121 212 172 40 
7,683 637 3,642 782 658 725 25 192 809 2 180 31 1!l1 163 26 2 
8,410 461 3,855 900 693 728 44 206 262 969 222 70 220 202 17 1 

10,468 509 4,844 1,303 704 798 68 227 264 1,249 409 !l3 305 248 52 5 

11,971 472 5,199 '1.408 604 882 87 589 285 444 203 398 347 42 9 

C·4 represents the population growth of prisons by facility. sex and year. 

C·5 CRITICAL INCIDENTS IN MICIDGAN PRISONS DURING 1977 

CASS RIVER· TOTAL WOMEN'S 
TOTAL SPSM MOP MR M111 MUSK RGC CAMPS LAKE MIpC SIDE MENS PRISON 

1,257 282 108 279 196 42 41 44 4 27 101 1,124 133 
2 2 2 

2 2 2 
145 29 24 38 11 7 4. iii 131 14 

0 3 1 1 (; 
.. 

1 
faD 26 23 ;Ii 11 7 3 lil 125 14 
524 95 50 154 90 18 19 10 12 47 506 18 
1~<i .41 14 flO iii .~ .. 9 5 1 6 9 j7;( 12 
170 40 13 59 19 5 3 5 8 158 12 
14 4 i i 6 i f 14 
19 4 1 5 4 fa- .. 

1 
8 3 1 :I 1 8 

'340 51 36 
- 94 71 13 13 2 334 10 6 38 6 

11 1 5 1 f i 9 2- . 
329 50 31 03 70 f3 10 12 -6- :i8 

.. 325- 4 
~22 23 11 33 n Ii 4 5 2 13 121 '1 

80 21 13 -- - -
9 1 if- 2 1: 11 78 2 

96 37 1 8 30 5 1 7 1 - 90' G 
4 4 - "'~ -- ---'4-
2 -?\ 

-_:.'" 
--, -2-

1 i 

1 '1 --1--
59 -13 ~ 6'-- 25- --"-53-
~a- - -ii _.- '"5 '"0 '2 '-'25--' 

.. .--
4 1 14 
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Chart C·5, Continued on next page 
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Chart C-5, Continued 

CASS RIVER. 'fOTAl. WOMIiN'S 
SPSM Mm' MR M11l MUSK RGC CAMPS LAKE MII'C SIDE MENS I'RISON 

---~ - - 1 
40 18 i 3 

--. 
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2 17 4 
-,-)-- _. . '- - - ~ . ,1L _f--

'1 5 1 1 1 13 

" 3 . .6 5 'I 2 26 "-,,'-¥ 

{ 
---" ... 

11 13 3 4 3 70 'J1 

1: :r 
,,- -. 

2 2 :16 

-~[ ~. -.~z: . ;I,it 
1 5 

___ f 7 113 

C-5 contains data relating to critical incidents that have occurred in the prisons, Under the assault heading a resistance related assault 
is one which occurs in the course of attempting to restrain or to move a prisoner from one location to another. A non-resistance related 
assault is one initiated by a prisoner at any other time. 

C-6 RACIAL COMPOSITION 
June 30, 1978 

NO 
ORIENTAL OTHER INFORMATION ? 

C-6 shows the racial composition of the institutions. 
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C-7 PRISONERS ENROLLED IN ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL COURSES IN 1977 

MAR- REFOR- HURON 
SPSM QUEITE MATORY MTU CLTS MCF CAMPS VALLEY MIPC Ref' TOTAL 

363 25 72 273 119 83 ;,_ 22 52 17 .1,026 

313 70 272 6 7 334 581 69 73 1,725 

81 - 11· .36 1.00 . 19/' 1'15 
tt 3~2 

97 28 40 30 5 222 

118 '- 1-£16 -. , 82 '·75: 41'7 

13 68 0 27 207 

539 -559 .. 225 :W9 664 176 52 9,0 3,959' 

797 101 433 505 219 256 366 159 52 53 2,941 
-- -.. -~ 

1}1 V8 51 _ 35 14 9 278 

903 68 206 110 151 31 1,560 

97 25 $: 175 305 

326 31 1,865 

207 

C-7 is a breakdown of the number of prisoners enrolled in academic or vocational programs in 1977. 
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Prisons 
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D FACILITIES OPERATED BY THE MJICIDGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS JULY 1978 

Institutions • 
Camps 0 

ONTONAGON L I ! 
MARQUETTE B~ANCH PflSON 

'- .. R. -MIPC I GOGl!!!lt·, ' , 

CAM~ -QJlfWAy'-uloN - '! 
fo,c-K'NsoN-l , 
, ' I 
, L ___ " 



RECEPTION AND GUIDANCE CENTER 

Superintendent John Prelesnik 
4000 Cooper Street 
Jackson, Michigan 49201 
(517) 782-0301 
Opened: 1956 
Capacity: December, 1977: 477 
Population: December, 1977: 476 
All male commitments from the courts 

are processed through this institution. 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $1.3 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care and custody 1976-1977: 

Included in State Prison of Southern Michigan 
figure of $14.45. 

STATE PRISON OF SOUTHERN MICHIGAN 

Warden Charles E. Anderson 
4000 Cooper Street 
Jackson, Michigan 49201 
(517) 782-0301 
Opened: 1839, New prison: 1926 
Capacity: December, 1977: 4 .. 531 
Population: December, 1977: 5,500 
Age limits: 21 and up 
Close security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $27 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care and 

custody 1976-1977: $14.45 

MICHIGAN REFOIDvlATORY 

Warden Dale E. Foltz 
Ionia, Michigan 48846 
(616) 527-2500 
Opened: 1877 
Capacity: December, 1977: 1,182 
Population: December, 1977: 1,513 
Age limits: under 21 
Close security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $9.9 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $18.58 

CASSIDY LAKE TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

Superintendent Joseph Weinberg 
RFD No.1, Waterloo Road 
Chelsea, Michigan 48118 
(313) 475-3871 
Opened: 1944 
Capacity: December, 1977: 259 
Population: December, 1977: 309 
Age limits: under 21 
Minimum security cottages 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $1.8 million 
PeT capita costs p;isoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $14.54 

CORRECTIONS CAMPS 

Superintendent John Mills 
6000 Maute Road 
Grass Lake, Michigan 49240 
(313) 475-1358 
12 Camps throughout Michigan 
Capacity: December, 1977: 1,149 
Population'. December, 1977: 1,561 
Age limits: 17 and up 
Minimum security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $6.2 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $10.95 

HURON V ALLEY WOMEN'S FACILITY 

Superintendent Gloria Richardson 
3511 Bemis Road 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
(313) 434-6300 
Opened: August, 1977 
Capacity: December, 1977: 369 
Population: December, 1977: 446 
(44 women housed in county jails as of December, 1977) 
Houses all women felons 
Age limits: 17 and up 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $3.6 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $25.07 

RIVERSIDE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

Superintendent William Abshire 
777 Riverside Drive 
Ionia, Michigan 48846 
(616) 527-0110 
Opened: January, 1977 
(Acquired from Department of Mental Health) 
Capacity: December, 1977: 272 
Population: December, 1977: 567 
Age limits: 17 and up 
Close security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $5.2 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $46.89 
(Includes start up costs of $29.08 for May, 1977). 
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MUSKEGON CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

Superintendent H. Gary Wells 
2400 South Sheridan 
Muskegon, Michigan 49442 
(616) 773-3201 
Opened: 1974 
Capacity: December, 1977: 589 
Population: December, 1977: 633 
Age limits: 21 to 29 
Medium security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $4.7 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $17.94 

MICHIGAN TRAINING UNIT 

Superintendent Richard Handlon 
P.O. Box 492 
Ionia, Michigan 48846 
(616) 527-3100 
Opened: 1958 
Capacity: December, 1977: 724 
Population: December, 1977: 834 
Age limits: Under 21 
Medium security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $4.9 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $15.44 

MICHIGAN INTENSIVE PROGRAM CENTER 

Superintendent Jack Bergman 
Michigan Intensive Program Center 
Marquette, Michigan 49855 
(906) 226-6531 
Opened: 1973 
Capacity: December, 1977: 85 
Population: December, 1977: 84 
Age limits: 17 and up 
Maximum security for select male offenders 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $ = Included 

in budget of Marquette Branch Prison 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $24.27 

STATE HOUSE OF CORRECTION 
AND BRANCH PRISON 

Warden Theodore Koehler 
Marquette Branch Prison 
Marquette, Michigan 49855 
(901) 226-6531 
Opened: 1899 
Capacity: December, 1977: 842 
Population: December, 1977: 914 
Age limits: 21 and up 
Maximum security 
Operating budget 1977-1978: $8.7 million 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1976-1977: $24.27 

KINROSS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

Superintendent Barry Mintzes. Ph.D. 
Kincheloe Air Force Base, Michigan 49788 
(906) 495-2282 
Opened: January 16, 1978 
Capacity: February, 1978: 456 
Population: February 18, 1978: 222 
Age limits: 21 and up 
Medium security 
Operating budget 1978-1979: $6,035,200 
Per capita costs prisoner care 

and custody 1978-79: Not determined at 
time of writing 

MICHIGAN DUNES CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

Superintendent Robert Redman 
Michigan Dunes Correctional Facility 
Route #1 
6605 West 138th Avenue 
Holland, Michigan 49423 
Opened: July 17, 1978 
Capacity: 400 
Population: July, 1978: 40 
Age limits: Under 21 
Medium security for men 
Operating budget: $4 million (proposed 78-79) 
Per capita costs prisoners care 

and custody: Not yet known 



Health 
Care 

The following chart and table 
describe use of medical and dental 
services by prisoners during 1977. 
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E·l AVERAGE NUMBER OF OUTPATIENT VISITS 
PER RESIDENT PER YEAR BY INSTITUTION 

Sick Call Unscheduled 
and Emergency 

Appointment Specialty 
Clinics 

This chart represents the average number of times each prisoner used the health care facilities at their institution. Some of the 
variation can be ascribed to differences in age, sex and security levels. 



E·2 HEALTH CARE SUMMARY 

State Prison Marquette Muskegon Michigan M.T.D. Riverside' H.V.W.F. Total 
of (Includes Correctional Reforma- Michigan Correctional 

Southern MIPC) Facility tory Training Facility 
Michigan Unit 

ON-SITE 

No. of Outpatient Visits 82,296 40,900 21,589 27,375 19,632 6,570 31,849 230,211 

No. of Inpatient 
Admissions 1,574 151 339 484 2,548 

Average Length of Stay 8.7 10.2 23.0 7.2 9.3 
(in days) 

Number of Dental Visits 8,533 4,590 3,819 3,918 4,363 2,927 2,363 30,513 

,,1;893 :1,73 310 534 

~ " 

, .. ,", 

400 25 91 62. 

.. 7.9 ' 1M " 

This summary shows the total number of patients served during 1977. The chart gives the total number of in-patients (medical, 
psychiatric), and the number of out-patients (medical, psychiatric and dental). 
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Paroles 
and 
Continuances 

The paroles and continuances 
table is a summary of the actions by 
the Parole Board during 1977. The 
chart shows the type of hearing 
held, the number of paroles granted 
by type, and the number of residents 
continued. 



I 

PAROLES AND CONTINUANCES 
January 1, 1977 to December 31, 1977 

PAROLE CONSIDERATION 
GASES 

Total 
Dispositions 

Special On SGT 
Minimum 

PAROLED 

After SGT 
Minimum 

Total 
Paroled 

Total 
Continued 

The paroles and continuances table in a summary of the actions by the Parole Board during 1979. The chart shows this type of 
hearing held, the number of paroles granted by type, and the numher of residents continued. 
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Field 
Supervision 

All parolees and all felons 
placed on probation in Michigan are 
supervised by employees of the 
Bureau of Field Services. However, 
in some counties probation officers 
are employees of the county. 



G·l 

, I 

ONTONAGON '-I !-
:- I , 

GOGEBIC I I I , 
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REGION 1 

Ed Nakfoor 
Region Administrator 
(313) 256-2560 

Lloyd May 
Deputy Region Administrator 
(313) 256-2560 

Lee Francis 
Director Corrections Center Programs 
(313) 256-2560 

Frank Hay 
Director Parole Services 
(313) 256·2560 

Ruth Bare 
Director Community Corrections 
(313) 256-2560 

REGION 2 

John Belson 
Region AdministrAtor 
(313) 235-4693 

Robert O'Toole 
Deputy Region Administrator 
(313) 235·4693 

REGION 3 

Claude Banta 
Region Administrator 
(616) 456-5676 

Dale May 
Deputy Region Administrator 
(616) 456·5676 

DlSTRlCI' 6 

Gordon Lacovoni 

REGION 3 

District Supervisor, Traverse City 
H116) 947-0072 

DlSTRlCI' 1 

Godfrey Agrlestl 
District Supervisor, Marquette 
(906) 228·8500 Ext. 265 

• Regional Office 
• Area Office 

DISTRICT 7 

For adminiltrative PUIpOIeI the Bureau bu divided the ltate into three reSioDi and two districts. As illustrated in the map.. 85 

---~----~---- ----------------- --
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G-2 BUREAU OF FIELD SERVICES 
PERSONNEL & FUNDS DIS',I'RIBUTION 
1977 

Administration 
2% 

17.0 Positions 

Administration 
2% 

$400,900 

'. 

$19,385,200 
Total Expenditures 

of Calendar Year 1977 

Total 790 

* Includes Grants & Special Projects 

The distribution of the Bureau's personnel and funds is illustrated with pie charts. Both pie charts refer to calendar year 1977 and the 
doJlar figures are expenditures during that year. 
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G-3 FiELD SUPERVISION WORK UNIT DlSTRmUTION 
(Does not include Community Corrections) 
1977 

Other: 
Resident Home, 

Furloughs 

INVESTIGATIONS 

Supervision 
72% 

Pre-Sentence 
Investigation 

63% 

Investigation 
Z8% 

Holmes 
Youthfull 

Other: 
Delays, 

Resident Home, 
Furloughs, 
Work Pass 

SUPERVISION 

The manner in which the Bureau does its work is illustrated in G-3 and G-4. It can be seen that most of the Bureau's time is spent in 
supervising parolees and probationers. In the area of supervision, 75 per cent of the time is spent on probationers and 15 per cent on 
parolees. In the area of investigations, 63 per cent of the Bureau's time goes into pre-sentence investigations. 87 
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G-4 WORK DISTRmUTION BY 
REGION & DISTRICTS 
1977 

BY WORK UNITS 

BY PERCENT 

The Bureau measures workloads by assigning unit values to the various tasks. As an example, each completed pre-sentence 
investigation equals 5 units 'and each client supervised is counted as one unit. 

The pie-graph "Work unit" represents the total amount of parole and probation work units done during 1977 by state and county 
parole and probation agents. 

In most Michigan counties parole and probation agents each have about 75 work units. Several counties have 50 for experimental 
purposes. G-4 shows the number and per cent of work units by regions and districts. 



G·5 CIRCUIT AND RECORDERS COURT COLLECTIONS FOR 
FINES, COSTS AND RESTITUTIONS 

This Bureau also keeps track of Circuit and Recorder's Court collections of fines, costs and restitution. Such monitary sanctions are 
commonly part of a sentence. See G·5 for the dollar value and distribution in 1977. 

G·6 BUREAU OF FIELD SERVICES 
ANNUAL SUMMARY OF PAROLE POPULATION MOVEMENT 

The table represents the parole population movement during 1977. The chart illustrates the number of parolees added and discharged 89 
during t.he year along with the n\unber of parole violators. 

----- -~ - -~~ -----------



G·7 FOLLOW UP STUDY OF FIRST PAROLE FOR 1973 BY OFFENSE GROUPS 

The table shows the number of persons paroled in each offense category. It shows the success or failure rate and whether the failures 
were by technical violations or violations with a new sentence. 

G·B FOLLOW UP STUDY OF :FIRST PAROLES FOR 1973 

Successes 
66.6% 

Parole Violator 
New Sentence 

15.3% 

Total Cases 3614 

90 The pie chart depicts the successes and failures as percentages of the total 1973 population. 



Co ity 
Pro rams 

Community Programs is a unit 
within the Bureau of Field Services. 
It is responsible for the operation 
of the department's community 
based corrections program. 
The statistical presentations 
present the unit's activities 
during 1977. 
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Hi PROGRAM 
POPULATION MOVEMENT 
1976-77 

1976 

INTAKE 

1977 

TERMINATIONS 

% CHANGE 1976 1977 % CHANGE 

Increases at both ends of the population movement occurred between 1976 and 1977. Intake increased 16.7% while terminations jumped 
35.7%. If terminations continue to approach or exceed intake, growth will slow considerably or halt. 

H-2 PROGRAM GROWTH 
1976·77 

SERVICE POPULATION 

1976 1977 % CHANGE 1976 

AVERAGE DAILY COUNT TURNOVER RATE 

1977 % CHANGE 1976 HI77 % CHANGE 

The two primary growth factors, service population and average daily count, both showed substantial increases from 1976 to 1977. 
The latter was tile most dramatic where there was an increase averaging 263 residents on count each day of the year. Population 
turnover rates, which in previous years had hovered around 4.0 dropped to about 3.6. 

H·3 1977 RESIDENT INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

Personal 
Expenses 

25.9'70 
($8'76,618) 

Total Gross Earnings: $3,384,625 

Resident gross earnings increased 75% over 1976 to almost $3.4 million. Distribution of this income, based on a July 1977 study is 
indicated in the pie chart. Rent and meals, the primary necessities in support, amounted to over a million dollars. 



H-4 1977 PROGRAM RESULTS 

Parole, Discharge, 
Continued Satisfactory 

Adjustment 
71 • .,% 

(2,390) . 

New Felony Charge 
3.6% 

(121) 

Total Service Population: 3,369 

Unsuccessful terminations increased from 25.1/ of the 1976 service population to 29.0/ in 1977. AlI categories of unsuccessful 
terminations showed some percentage increase. 

H·5 PROGRAM 
PAROLE RATES 

19.9 o/c 

27.llo/c 
OF TOTAL 
PAROLES 

Program paroles as a percentage of total paroles has been steadily increasing during the past four years. In 1977 about one-third of all 93 
paroles were from a community program. The chart illustrates the growth since 1974. 
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H.6 1974-1977 
GROWTH INDICATORS 
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 

Several population indicators are used to measure program growth. Some are more fundamental and more predictive than others, 
such as changes in the average daily count. The significant growth between 1974 and 1977 that has occurred in all categories to 
clearly displayed on the graph. 



The Bureau of Administrative 
Services prepares the department's 
annual budget and monitors all 
expenditures. The charts show how 
the 1977-78 budget was spent. 
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1-1 MAJOR PROGRAMS AS PERCENT OF ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES 1977-78 OF $126,000,000 
(Excludes Federal Funds) 

Inmate Care & Control 
47.7% 

This particular pie chart shows the major programs as a per cent of the estimated expenditures. 

Central 
Office 

Admin. 
3.2% 

Prison Ind. 
1.9% 

1-2 OBJECTS OF EXPENDITURE AS PERCENT OF ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF $126,000,000 

96 This represel'lts the major objects of expenditure as a per cent of the estimated expenditures. 

Equipment 
1.2% 



1-3 ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS AS PERCENT OF ESTIMATED 1977-78 EXPENDITURES OF 
$126,000,000 
(Excludes Federal Funds) 

Dunes 
.1% 

Cent. 
Office 
Adm. 
3.2% 

State Prison of 
Southern Michigan 

26.2% 

Lake 

Yprilanti Corr. 
Facility 

.03% 
Kinross 

4.5% 

The third pie chart shows the department organizational components as a percentage of expenditures. 

1-4 PER CAPITA COSTS 
PRISONER CARE AND CUSTODY 
1977-78 Fiscal Year 

This shows the per capita costs by institution for prisoner care and custody. 97 
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The personnel office hires and 
trains all new personnel and 
provides in-service training for 
other employees. It also conducts 
the department's affirmative action 
program. The attached charts 
represent current and historical 
data on department employees. 
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J-1 ElVTLOYEES OF MICIDGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
JUNE 1978 

SPANISH EX-
TOTAL WlUTE BLACK OrnER MEN OFFENDER • -. ' . 

Cassidy Lake Technical Scliool 69 62 7 52 17 1 
Michigan Training Unit 225 189 33 2 1 186 35 2 
Michigan Reformatory 414 372 38 0 3 1 371 43 5 
Siate Prison of Southern Michigan 

and Reception and Guidance 1 •••• _._-
Center 1,301 1,122 164 1 8 6 1.130 171 5 

Prison Ipdustries 105 gfl 3 98 7 1 
Muskegon Correctional Facility 209 158 49 2 161 48 5 
Corrections Camps 238 232 6 0 206 32 i 
Marquette Branch Prison and 

Michigan Intensive Program _ •••• -._-
Center 372 363 4 0 3 2 350 22 1 

Womens DivisionIHuron Valley 1711 93 85 34 144 
Riverside Correctional Facility 378 344 28 1 2 3 297 81 4 
Michigan Dunes Corr. Facility 149 123 18 6 1 1 115 34 :1 
Kinross Correctional Facility 251 137 4 10 199 52 4 

Central Olijce 172 144 23 3 1 1 85 87 
Fi!:!ld Services 703 591 91 8 9 4 470 237 

TOTAl. 4,764 4,026 553 23 37 8 11 3.754 1,010 32 -------_ ... . ~ .. .. . 

This table shows the racial compostition of the employees of the Department. It also includes a breakdown showing the number of 
women and ex-offenders employed. 

" (/ 

female Corrections Officers Combined Minorities and Females at 
15 I.evel and Above V's. 

(as of 8/78) 

Present 

234 1975 

3 Minorities 

o Female 

vs. Present 

10 Minorities 

2 Female 

57 Total Employees at 15 Level and Above 
(as of 8/78) 

Number of Minorities and Female 
Officials, Administrators and Professionals 

Reporting to the Director of Corrections 

17 Total Reporting to the Director 

9 M~orities and Females 

4 - Female 

5 - Males 

8 White Males 
(as of 8/78) 
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J-2a NUMBER & PERCENTAGE OF 
MINORITIES FROM 1972 to 1977 (fiscal year) 
(male & female combined) 

NUMBER & PERCENTAGE OF OFFICIALS, ADMINISTRATORS 
AND PROFESSIONALS 1973-1977 (fiscal year) 
(occupied by female only) 

100 The graph on J-2 illustrates the department's increase in the employment of women and minorities at all levels of responsiblity. 








